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We must start the year on a positive, as we 
dubiously venture into 2015. As an industry, 
agriculture has so many positives to share with 
others.

Forever the optimist and always a glass half full 
rather than half empty I must confess; however 
it could be said that it’s here the positive start 
ends, and we can stop and grudgingly conclude 
that we are collectively not very good at 
effectively selling a positive message. 

Is this really the case? Are too many genuinely 
great success stories and examples of real 
excellence and opportunity curiously dispersed 
into the mist and mêlée of negativity and 
hopelessness? It’s at times such as this, a 
new year with new starts and new challenges 
that much navel gazing and procrastination 
takes place. The euphoria of New Year’s Eve 
is hopefully just a pleasant memory, or maybe 
a hangover cure or two away, as the stark 
realisation that a new year has begun sinks in.

A week in football (or is that politics?) is 
allegedly a long time, twelve months in 
agriculture seems like a lifetime. This time last 
year beef prices were at exceptional levels, milk 
prices were climbing and cereals looked sound 
enough. There isn’t much point in dwelling on 
the current situation but, curiously, beef prices 
have bottomed and returned to a more realistic 
level in a year. Let’s hope that the dairy industry 
will be in a position to draw similar positive 
revelations this time next year. 

Back to recognising and celebrating success. 
During the year, particularly through the 
autumn, there have been a number of award 
evenings championing various successes 
in agricultural businesses. These include 
managing and developing progressive 
businesses, innovation, master classes in 
detailed production methods and so on. 
These winners are worthy recipients of their 
respective trophies and individual businesses 
will be very proud of their achievements. All 
these celebrations are reported extensively 
but are we really communicating success and 
promoting excellence to the wider audience? Do 
we fail our own industry by not demonstrating 
how an innovative and successful industry with 
a multitude of varying facets goes to make up 
the complete offering of agriculture? 

Do our customers and prospective employees, 
managers and key infl uencers fully understand 
the agricultural industry? Do the right 
people communicate effectively through 
the appropriate channels or do political 
responsibilities fail us and dilute key messages? 
It’s good to hear that the Harvest programme 
which aired on BBC TV in the summer of 2013 

is set to return next year. In my view (for what 
it’s worth) last time round this programme’s 
content, style and format represented 
agriculture in a realistic and positive light 
which is not always the case. At a time when a 
positive attitude needs to be emphasised, let’s 
hope we are not disappointed.

Everyone will always have a view on what is 
acceptable and what’s not. There is an analogy 
on opinions but let’s not go there, suffi ce to say 
everybody has one. It is, however, exasperating 
when views are expressed which are clearly 
incorrect and go largely unchallenged. Various 
bodies and organisations, even some very 
large and well known organisations, I surmise 
are reluctant to voice alternative or genuine 
views for fear of losing public support as they 
need this and funding to exist. This in turn 
compromises the true picture, and progress is 
slow or regressive. 

Two words which are used again and again 
are ‘consolidation’ and ‘volatility’. Volatility 
is very much in vogue currently with dairy 
incomes some 10ppl down on the same point 
last year and expected to fall further, but 
consolidation is in every walk of life - larger, 
merged educational facilities, buyout and take-
overs in pharmaceutical businesses, fi nance 
houses, insurance services, retailers, motor 
manufacturers and so on. 

For the fi rst time, the number of dairy farms 
in England and Wales has fallen below 10,000. 
This is not a surprise as such because the graph 
which historically plotted the reduction from 
some 120,000 producers fi fty years ago always 
leads us to a point of sub 10,000. In truth, I 
think it should have reached something close 
to 5,000 producers by 2015 if the graph had 
stayed constant. Interestingly, looking at some 
old data from the early 1970’s showed a very 
different production from recorded dairy herds 
to what we see today. Only the very best milk 
recorded herds topped in excess of 6,000 litre 
average at that time, when virtually every herd 
was twice a day milked and probably autumn or 
year round calving. Some top herds would have 
produced somewhere in the region of 400kg/
solids per cow average. 

These levels of production are now achieved 
on some of the better managed grazing spring 
block calving systems while the housed units 
will be getting close to 900kgs/solids. I think 
this clearly demonstrates how the industry has 
changed and evolved in the preceding years. 
Management of grass-based systems has 
allowed some businesses to fl ourish beyond 
what was historically thought possible, where 
the other extreme allows cows to achieve 

12,000 litres plus in fantastically managed 
housed systems. The typical twice a day 
autumn calved system which was commonplace 
40 years ago will be producing 8, 9 or even 
10,000 litres a cow average today. The 
dominance of the Holstein breed which has 
driven production into many herds over the 
last 40 or 50 years, is now in some instances 
having the benefi t of partial or substantial cross 
breeding to manipulate milk constituents and 
help advance life traits in dairy herds without 
compromising effi cient production.

These are just small examples of us having a 
very exciting, yet challenging, industry to work 
in and recognising the importance of identifying 
and publicising, to those who matter, these 
excellent standards and successes. To those 
who chose to undermine, poo-poo and rubbish 
our industry, we can counteract this negativity  
by all sending out a positive message and 
therefore represent agriculture more fairly and 
effectively.

One of the key reasons for setting a positive 
stance is to help balance potentially the biggest 
challenge facing us which will be recruiting and 
retaining the calibre of individual we need to 
fulfi l all the many different roles which exist in 
the industry. Happy New Year!!



New Year’s resolutions

Whether you’re a beef, sheep or dairy producer, monitoring and 
understanding costs will be crucial in maximising effi ciencies and 
protecting yourself against market volatility in the year ahead.

MVF Senior Nutritionist, Dr Robin Hawkey suggests trying to get a handle 
on costs, and particularly variable costs, which are more in your control.

“Sit down and work out your top fi ve bills a month and identify where you 
can make cuts. On a dairy farm for example, you can quite simply work 
out variable costs per litre,” he says.

“Multiplying your monthly labour cost by 12 and dividing by the total 
number of litres produced in a year will allow you to work out labour costs 
per litre. In terms of costs of production, all beef and sheep producers 
should also have a handle on their costs per kilo produced.

Also, work with your farm team to set clear targets and objectives for the 
year ahead. If you want to lower cost of production, think about what 
tweaks you can implement now and how you are going to do it. The key 
is to plan, implement, monitor and evaluate”.

Planning spring and summer cropping with next winter’s feeding in mind 
can also be hugely valuable. Look at current circumstances and see if you 
need to change strategies - do you need more maize silage or could you 
make more grass silage for example?

Individual sectors will also have specifi c areas 
to think about in the months ahead

DAIRY
As we enter a new calendar year the outlook for milk pricing is not good. 
All the cuts that have been announced through the autumn period will 
really kick in and it will impact severely on dairy incomes and cash fl ow, 
says Pete Isaac, Technical Sales Manager.

“That said, we must remain optimistic and plan for the future. No matter 
how bad things seem if there is a plan in place and you know what you 
are working towards there is always optimism and something to measure 
progress against,” Pete explains.

Pete and Robin suggest thinking about the following:

1 Forage stocks/quality 
 Check your available forage stocks and quality against current usage as 

a basis to work out your needs for the remainder of the feeding period. 
Once done, you can establish what needs to be balanced nutritionally 
and what outside inputs need to be bought.

2 Target feed use 
 Re-assess where bought in feed is being fed and where better, more 

effi cient use can be made of these feeds. Target fresh calvers and the 
cows with the most potential to give the biggest returns. 

 On the fl ip side, look at lower yielding and later lactation cows and look 
to reduce feed further. Also look at feed wastage and try to improve 
feeding accuracy to save cost. This will ensure the feed cost you have 
will yield the best return, as cutting feed cost across the board will not 
be the best policy.

3 Stock numbers 
 Look at the numbers of stock being carried and where strategic sales 

and culls can be made. Stock prices may not be good, but if continuing 
to feed them on your farm is incurring signifi cant cost, then removing 
them from the enterprise will be most benefi cial. This will allow you to 
be more effi cient in meeting the two points above.

4 Milk contract 
 Look at what your milk contract pays you most for and adjust your 

production system and processes to meet the contract. This should 
be done in conjunction with looking at costs as sometimes to improve 
enough to gain contract bonuses, further costs are incurred that 
outweigh the additional income.

5 Capital expenditure 
 Re-assess any capital projects in the pipeline and postpone until the 

situation improves. Whilst the need for them will remain, timing and 
their effect on cash fl ow need to be carefully considered.

The New Year is a great opportunity to reflect 
on the preceding months and plan for the 
year ahead. The Mole Valley Feed Solutions 
team give their thoughts on some New Year’s 
resolutions for livestock farmers.
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6 Forward pricing
 Don’t ignore and put off taking forward cover on inputs where the 

pricing looks favourable as spot pricing is invariably higher, especially 
in volatile markets. Taking some degree of cover is always the prudent 
option.

7 Attention to detail 
 With all the points above it will be identifying and achieving the small 

2-5% improvements in several areas that will yield the best return 
and help mitigate these savage price cuts. This will require careful 
monitoring and strong procedures to make sure changes are carried 
through consistently and there is no slippage. Communication with all 
staff and contractors involved on the farm is vitally important, if they 
don’t understand why these things need to be done, then corners will 
be cut and the effi ciency improvements will be lost.

8 Assess cow condition 
 Regularly monitoring body condition throughout the year is crucial as 

cows that are too fat or too thin are ineffi cient and unproductive. Stale 
cows producing say 6 litres in late lactation often get fat because they 
are on a milkers diet rationed for maybe 15-20 litres. These cows 
also take up space and have reduced fertility so identifying them and 
cutting back feed for these animals could dramatically save costs. Aim 
to condition score monthly.

9 Boost forage intakes 
 Maximising milk from forage to reduce feed costs is crucial at any 

time, but particularly during periods of low milk price. A lot of time 
can be spent formulating the perfect ration with good quality forage, 
but you could be falling fl at at the last hurdle by limiting intakes at the 
feed trough. Ask yourself if you can push up the ration more regularly 
to encourage intakes and see if you have enough feed space.

“None of this will be easy - if it was you’d be doing it already,” says Pete. 
“However, in diffi cult times tough decisions need to be made and then 
actions followed through otherwise there is a danger of additional costs 
being incurred.”

“Making sure changes made are achievable and enjoyable will be the best 
way to ensure success so that we come out of this period stronger and in 
a better place to benefi t from the milk price improvements that will come 
at a later date.”

BEEF AND SHEEP
Kenny McDonald and Adam May from the Red Meat Team, suggest the 
following resolutions for beef and sheep producers:

1 Learn about Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) 
 Selecting high genetic merit sires using EBVs will help you boost feed 

conversion effi ciencies and performance. Take the time to learn about 
EBVs and how you can select sires to drive your farm’s breeding aims.

2 Improving foot health 
 Lame animals won’t perform as well. Think about how you can control 

and cut down lameness by improving foot health and preventing 
speed of infection. Footbathing sheep twice a year is recommended.

3 Think about your end market 
 Understand what your market requires and consider how and where 

you are marketing animals. Be fl exible as to whether you sell live or 
dead weight. Choice will depend on individual farms and the year.

4 Monitoring
 Whether it’s weighing cattle or testing silage quality, monitoring is 

crucial to ensure effi cient production. Start by calculating how much 
silage you have and analysing it to establish exactly what you’ve got. 
You can then use this as a base to which to match the appropriate 
concentrate. Aim to weigh beef cattle monthly to track performance.

5 Secure a feed contract 
 If you haven’t done so already, secure a feed contract and put 

together an appropriate feeding programme for ewes. By planning 
appropriate ewe nutrition you can maximise lamb survival.

6 Plan ahead to lambing 
 Preparation is key before lambing kicks into gear. Refl ect on last year 

and establish where you could make improvements. Make sure sheds 
are fully disinfected and you have all the appropriate kit ordered in 
advance.
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Mole Valley Feed Solutions specialists are available to help 
plan and implement changes to help you through these next 
few months and beyond. 

We also have a number of resources to help, including the 
beef cost of production calculator from the Red Meat Team 
and our lambing checklist.

For more information, speak to one of the team or 
call the FeedLine on 01278 444829

FARMING
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The Addington Fund
PART TWO OF AN UPDATE ON THE 
ADDINGTON FUND’S WORK

Helping during the diffi cult times is only one 
part of the work of the Addington Fund.

Since July 2002 we have been operating our 
Strategic Rural Housing Scheme (SRHS).  
This came out of the work we did for FMD in 
2001/2002. We distributed £10.3m to over 
22,500 families at an operating cost of 1.4%.  
From each of the families we supported, we 
had a snapshot of their farming life which 
often painted quite a gloomy picture of old 
age, infi rmity, debt and an undercapitalised 
business.

For the tenant farmer, where the business 
provided the home, it can be very hard 
to navigate a future. The availability of 
appropriate and affordable housing is a huge 
barrier to seeking another direction; our SRHS 
offers a solution to those families needing to 
retire or leave a farming business and in doing 
so lose their home.

The Addington Fund provides homes for 
farming families who have to leave the 
industry and by doing so lose their home. 
The fund also offers emergency grants in 
times of hardship. 
If you think Addington can help, please 
call on 01926 620135 or contact us via our 
website - addingtonfund.org.uk. 

As time has gone by we have encountered 
more and more farmers wishing to retire.  
Often they have made plans for their retirement 
and in some cases saved a considerable amount 
of money from a relatively small farm; the one 
factor they could not see coming was the rapid 
increase in house prices over the last decade.  
Over 50% of our tenants have some equity in 
the homes we purchase; through a ‘Declaration 
of Trust’ they will enjoy a proportional increase 
in the value of the property.

The decision to leave a farm, for whatever 
reason, is often the biggest and hardest 
decision for any farming family to make and is 
like a bereavement. We fully understand the 
emotive issues this involves. Our housing work 
is very discreet and highly confi dential; as far as 
the local community is concerned they will have 
no knowledge of our involvement. I could take 
you to see some families who went through the 
agony of leaving their farms a year ago, but 
there is life after farming and they wouldn’t go 
back!

Ian Bell OBE, FRAgS

by Ian Bell OBE, Fund Director 

Rural housing supported by the 
Addington Fund

Mrs. Gill called in at South Molton branch 
just before Christmas to select her ‘hamper’ 
which included wines, spirits, biscuits, 
poultry and other local food and drink 
produce. 

Our picture shows Mrs. Gill with Paul Ackrill, 
Assistant Manager (left) and Shaun Carter, 
Manager (right) of South Molton branch with 
some of the fayre she has chosen.

Hamper winner!
Congratulations to Gillian Gill from north 
Devon who was the fi rst entry out of the 
hat in our “Win £250 worth of food and 
drink” free prize draw held in December.

FARMING

2014 will go down as a bitter sweet year due 
to the dramatic fl uctuations in virtually every 
commodity that leaves the farm, which has 
been countered by the almost ideal weather 
throughout the year.

However, with the exception of the dairy 
sector, there are signs that some commodity 
prices are starting to nudge slowly upward, 
long may it continue. Going by the livestock 
market reports, prices of most species are 
holding up well and several are even rising, 
which indicates a degree of optimism among 
some farmers at least.

It is often the case that a spell of tight 
margins drives businesses to re-examine 
the way they do things in order to drive 
effi ciencies. This is certainly the message in 
some of the articles in this newsletter (page 
4-5) where Robin Hawkey and Peter Isaac 
share their thoughts about where a refocus 

may be useful. There are also a number of 
articles which take a positive look forward 
to new initiatives which are designed to help 
our members utilise the resources on the 
farm more effi ciently.

Sheep farmers are being forced to change 
the way they identify their sheep due to the 
compulsory introduction of individual EID, 
which is viewed by many as an unnecessary 
and expensive extension to an already 
overloaded bureaucracy. However, this 
imposition offers the opportunity to turn 
a negative into a positive through using 
the information made available with this 
technology to your advantage, making it 
much easier to monitor and manage the 
fl ock. 

We will be featuring one farmer who has 
been using an EID system for nearly ten 
years who shares her experiences in a future 

issue. Alongside this we are profi ling some 
of the latest systems available through Mole 
Valley Plus.  

In the meantime, we look forward to another 
year where our industry continues to adapt to 
new challenges. Maybe one lesson learnt from 
2014 is that whatever politicians and external 
forces throw at our industry, it is the element 
we have no control over (and that’s probably 
just as well), that has the biggest effect - the 
weather - and although most commentators 
agree that price volatility will be with us in the 
long term, the overall outlook for our industry 
is a positive one. 

Happy New Year!!    
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Transition cow management

The period from late lactation through far off and close up dry cow 
periods into early lactation is clearly recognised as a key to successful 
management. Addressing ‘gateway’ challenges such as milk fever and 
ketosis leads to reduction in other problems such as displaced abomasum, 
retained cleansings and metritis, and particularly reduced fertility, all 
impacting on cost, output and profi tability.

Successful transition management depends on late lactation management 
strategy and implementation through the dry cow period and immediately 
post partum.

Crucial to effective dry cow management is drying the cow off in the 
correct body condition score (BCS). It is more diffi cult to manage 
condition once dry, as cows are not lactating and there is often less 
fl exibility in feeding. Although many use the ‘1-5 scale’ (1-very thin, 
5-excessively fat), with a target drying off BCS of 3-3.5, it is crucial that 
cows which are ‘too fat’ or ‘too thin’ are identifi ed in late lactation, ideally 
2 months before drying off.

Late lactation feeding strategies fl ow chart

the last 60 days of gestation, so calf nutrient requirement will increase 
accordingly, whilst the reduction of rumen capacity results in reduced 
intake. The supply of adequate protein is crucial, with enough rumen 
degradable protein to ensure good rumen function on high forage/straw 
diets and suffi cient bypass protein (DUP) to support calf development and 
cow reserves.

There have been several suggested nutritional strategies with respect to 
energy supply in the transition cow. Due to the reduced intakes, some 
researchers have suggested increasing energy density pre partum. 
However, Drackley and co-workers (Cornell University) have demonstrated 
benefi ts of a ‘controlled’ energy supply. They have generally concluded 
that overfeeding, especially in the far off period, had negative effects 
on energy balance. This has become known as the ‘Goldilocks Theory’.  
More recently (2007) the same group suggested adopting a high straw 
(forage), low energy mix for the whole dry cow period. For many UK dry 
cow systems, this equates to supplying approximately 115-125 MJ/cow/
day.

This concept has recently been revisited by Mann et. al. (2014). They 
concluded that dry cows fed a controlled energy diet throughout the dry 
period:

• Mobilised less body fat after calving (less milking off back)

• Less ketone bodies (less ketosis / acetonemia)

• Insulin and glucagon levels that refl ect improved energy balance 

• Produced colostrum with greater immunoglobulin levels (IgG)

• Milk yield was unaffected
It is therefore vital that energy supply through the dry cow period is 
carefully considered.

For dry cows, ration implementation is also crucial. Is the formulated 
ration the one the cow eats? 

Some key points were recently summarised in the Edinburgh University 
DHHPS newsletter (Q4, 2014)

• Offering fresh dry cow rations daily

• Suffi cient feeding space, so all cows can eat simultaneously

 o Only have 80% occupancy of yokes

 o Minimum 76cm (2ft 6 inches) per cow, ideally 90cm (3ft)

 o 10m2 per cow of bedding area

 o Plan for peak calving times

• Minimise stress by reducing movements of cows between groups

• Increase cow comfort by offering deep clean straw bedding

• System to monitor cows and identify problems (especially rumen fi ll)
Finally, post partum cow management needs to ensure cows get the best 
possible start to lactation. As well as a quality, palatable ration, adequate 
space, both for feeding and lying is essential to reduce stress. Increasing 
numbers of farmers now also use post calving re-hydration treatments 
such as Refresh. As well as rehydrating, the volume of water aids rumen 
stability and contains salts and Amaferm to stimulate rumen function; 
Refresh also contains LiFT to assist liver function in promoting a positive 
energy balance.

Dry cow feeding doesn’t have to be complicated but understanding, 
considering and implementing some key points can have a signifi cant 
impact on the whole lactation.

Dr Robin Hawkey, BSc (Hons) PhD, Senior Nutritionist

Equally important is energy and protein supply for the dry cow. For 
the far off period (up to four weeks before calving, assuming correct 
condition at drying off), the body condition should be maintained, with 
the ration being of suffi cient bulk to ensure rumen expansion.  Over the 
close up period the diet needs to not only provide suffi cient nutrients, but 
also allow for the rumen papillae to start to adapt to the lactating diet. It 
is also worthy of note that approximately 60% of the calf’s growth is in 

Thinner cows Fatter cows

If you would like more information, 
please call your nutritionist or contact the 

FeedLine on 01278 444829

The classic work of Garnsworthy & Topps has clearly demonstrated that 
‘over conditioned cows’ lose more weight, have a lower dry matter intake 
and an increased negative energy balance. Additionally, fatter cows 
often have greater calving diffi culties. This contrasts to cows which may 
be too thin and may have poor reserves (especially protein) and will be 
susceptible to early lactation challenges, particularly if the lactation diet 
may not be adequate.

The dry cow period is dependent on both the dry cow strategy and its 
implementation. There are different techniques to control milk fever, 
which include low calcium diets, calcium binders and dietary cation anion 
balance (DCAB). This will not be addressed here, but it is important that 
any given strategy is fully adopted and correctly implemented.

FARMING
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New boost for Health First 
minerals

John Lawrence, Mineral Supplements Technical Manager

Longstanding Mole Valley Farmers’ mineral customers will be aware that 
we introduced the Health First range of minerals way back in the mid 
90’s. These high specifi cation mineral supplements have been a key 
weapon in our armoury since that time and many customers have used 
them throughout.

The original concept was to develop a range of high specifi cation mineral 
supplements which included good levels of all the essential minerals, 
trace elements and vitamins. In particular, the specifi cation of these 
products was focussed on those elements that have a responsibility in the 
function and effectiveness of the animal’s immune system. To enhance 
this concept, the products included a range of protected (chelated) 
trace elements supplying highly available manganese, copper, zinc and 
selenium together with a high level of vitamin E.

The Health First range was incorporated with the Nutri-LINK range of 
mineral supplements when we launched them in 2008, when we again 
increased the emphasis on elements that play a role boosting the immune 
system.

Health First mineral supplements help to:- 
• Improve fertility

• Reduce somatic cell counts 

• Improve foot health 

• Boost the immune system. 
There are 2 key products in the Health First range:-

• Health First Dairy Elite

• Health First Precalver
To further strengthen these key products we now include Availa®Mins 
from Zinpro Performance Minerals® as standard to provide the full 
targeted levels of manganese, copper and zinc in a chelated form as 

recommended by Zinpro.

We are pleased to include Availa-Mins from 
Zinpro as part of the Health First range of 
Mole Valley Farmers manufactured minerals 
backed by the Zinpro Within accreditation 
scheme. 

Health First mineral supplements from 
Mole Valley Farmers now contain Zinpro 
performance minerals as standard.

Nutri-LINK Beef Con 60
For those home mixing for beef cattle, this fully mineralised protein 
supplement is an excellent way to balance cereals cost effectively this 
winter. Cereals are however a poor source of protein, minerals, vitamins 
& trace elements, so Nutri-LINK Beef Con 60 protein concentrate is 
specially formulated to balance this type of ration and to be mixed with 
home grown cereals to meet daily requirements for beef cattle, heifer 
replacements and youngstock over 3 months of age.

Nutri-LINK Beef Con 60 is a 60% protein concentrate based on hipro soya 
and feed grade urea. Just 75kg of the product mixed with 925kg of your 
cereals, which with barley costed at £114 would give you a mix of just 
under 15% protein for around £140/tonne.

Product Benefi ts

• Highly cost effective

• High density protein supply

• Low inclusion product

• Combines the benefi ts of hipro soya 
and urea protein

• Fully mineralised including protected 
selenium and high vitamin E.

• Simple to mix

• Low price per inclusion

Nutri-LINK Beef Con 60 + 
Actisaf
Now also available including Actisaf yeast as 
standard.

Beef farmers - maximise use of 
home grown cereals and forage

For more information about Zinpro products, Beef Con 60 or 
to arrange a free mineral diet check or other mineral related 
enquiries, please ring the mineral line on 01278 420481 or 

email minerals@molevalleyfarmers.com

The article from Dr Jeff DeFrain et al from the Zinpro Corporation on 
my page in the December newsletter, highlights that the links between 
nutrition, reproduction and immunity are important to understand. The 
article states that, “Nutritionally, trace minerals play an essential role in 
maintaining proper foetal development, reproductive function, mastitis 
control, immune function and hoof health during the transition period”. It 
is for these reasons that we originally developed the Health First products 
and continue to enhance and strengthen the formulations in this range. 
For best results we recommend Health First Dairy Elite for lactating cows 
and Health First Precalver from drying off to calving (fed at 150g per head 
per day in either case). Remember that fertility does not stop once the 
cow is in calf, it is important to ensure correct supplementation continues 
throughout the lactation initially to help prevent reabsorption and also 
to prepare the cow to get her in calf next time around. It is important to 
ensure that the cow is not defi cient in the run up to drying off because 
the egg follicle begins to develop 4-6 weeks prior to calving, so the focus 
on fertility should begin in late lactation not after calving!

Minerals
FARMING
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Judith Clifford
Senior Alternative Feeds Trader

Lifton 01566 780261
 Carmarthen 01267 223716   
Hungerford 01488 240010

1. Sign up for the weekly Straights Newsletter 
by ringing 01566 780261 to add your email 
address or fax number to the mailing list. This 
provides up-to-date market information and 
price guides. This free of charge service brings 
in any timely or relative topics of concern from 
macroeconomics to the best value raw material 
to buy. We can also send you our Alternative 
Feeds Guide on request.

2. Check out the wide range of products 
supplied through your local offi ce – Lifton 
01566 780261, Carmarthen 01267 223716 
or Hungerford 01488 240010 - Straights, 
moist feeds including brewers grains, blends, 
pressed pulp, stockfeed potatoes, cereals, 
molasses, fats, bagged straights, biscuit meal, 
processed bread, organic straights, buckets 
and blocks, cubicle lime, caustic soda pearls, 
monopropylene glycol, caustic treated wheat 
and Maxammon treated wheat, barley and 
maize.

3. Look into the labour saving benefi ts of 
feeding Mole Maxi Starch treated wheat, barley 
or maize. We have been treating grain with 
Maxammon in our dedicated site in Somerset 
for over a year now and have seen it gain in 
popularity over that time. This unique process 
raises the protein level and the pH (currently 
testing around 9) providing an effective rumen 
buffer and so minimising the risk of acidosis. 
The Maxi range is an excellent way to supply 
controlled dietary starch into the ration, is easy 
to store and unattractive to vermin. There is 
also a range of minerals suitable to enhance 
this range.

4. Have a look at the range of moist feeds 
we currently manufacture. These are not just 
forage extenders but will encourage feed intake 
by improving the overall palatability of the 
diet. Our latest blend is Mole Pro Maize Grains 
which incorporates brewers’ grains, crimped 
maize and home produced rapemeal providing 
improved performance and cost saving from 
greater intakes and a safer form of starch while 
reducing the need for protein when fed with 
low protein forages. 

5. Don’t forget the importance of 
incorporating fats in the diet. Megalac is the 
market leading rumen protected fat, providing 
energy for improved milk yield, fertility and 
general health. We also supply rumen protected 
fats with extremely high energy and C16 fatty 
acids to boost milk production and milk fat 
content. Proving popular is GlucoseAid which 
is designed to improve the energy balance in 
freshly calved cows by reducing ketosis (energy 
stress). The combination of ingredients is 
protected and provides a unique mixture of very 
high levels of bypass energy, bypass glucose, 
liver booster pack and unique insulin enhancing 
sugars. Available on one tonne pallets of 25kg 
bags.

6. Place all straights orders in good time to 
allow at least a few days for delivery. Some 
direct delivered products require 7 working 
days. We will always do our best to deliver 
when required but the longer we have the 
easier it is to plan.

7. Look forward to a good year’s trading with 
the Mole Valley Feed Solutions traders.

New Year resolution suggestions

Order lead time for bulk compound 
blends and blown straights

Order day by 10am Delivery day

Monday Wednesday

Tuesday Thursday

Wednesday Friday / Saturday

Thursday Monday

Friday Tuesday

Order lead time for bulk pellets and rolls

Mill (area) Day of manufacture Delivery day Order by 10am

Lifton (Cornwall & Devon) Pellets - Monday Tuesday Thursday

Lifton Rolls -   Wednesday Thursday Monday

Huntworth (Somerset & Dorset) Pellets - Wednesday Thursday Monday

Huntworth Rolls -   Monday Tuesday Thursday

Calne (Wiltshire Avon, Glos, Worc, 
Hereford, Wales, Kent, Sussex)

Rolls -   Tuesday
Rolls -   Thursday

Wednesday
Friday

Monday
Wednesday

Calne Pellets - Anytime Any day 72 hours notice

Don’t miss your last chance 
to receive a free feed bin 

upgrade!
Until  31st January 2015, any Collinson Tristor 

feed bin purchased through Mole Valley Plus is 
eligible for a free Plasteel upgrade in Juniper 

Green, Olive Green or Slate Blue 
Make a statement with your new bin!

For information call Mole Valley Plus 
today on 01769 576201

Collinson feed bins

01769 576201

Lead times for feed orders
To ensure that you receive your feed orders 
when you need them, please  make a note 

of our lead times and contact FeedLine on 

01278 444829 
or for Straights call 

01566 780261
Mole Fuel Solutions, the new name 
for the Mole Valley Plus fuel team! 

• High quality service

• Transparant pricing 

• Exclusive member rates.

The only number you need for all your 
fuel requirements!

Fuel Solutions

For more information on 
Farm Fuels and Heating Oils 
contact 01769 575668

Alternative Feeds
FARMING
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Graduate Feed Specialist Programme 
PROFILE: SCOTT CARTER

Having started working on the shop fl oor in  
Mole Valley Farmers’ Newton Abbot branch at 
the age of 15, Scott Carter has taken every 
opportunity to develop his skills and, 10 years 
on, has started working as a trainee nutritionist 
for Mole Valley Feed Solutions. He is now a 
member of our nutrition team and one of a 
number of young graduates that we have 
chosen to invest in and support in their career 
development.

In his specifi c role, Scott is helping to 
develop the business’s farmer client base in 
Gloucestershire and has been instrumental in 
progressing the company’s eCow pH bolus trial.

A love for animals
Not from a farming background originally, it 
was his experience at Newton Abbot that sowed 
the seeds of ambition to work with animals and 
become a ruminant nutritionist. As his interests 
grew, he began seeking out opportunities 
within the business.

“When I fi nished college at 18 I spent my gap 
year before Uni working full-time at Newton 
Abbot. At that stage I went out on farm with 
one of the Feed Solutions team and I decided 
that was what I wanted to do”. 

“I studied Animal Science at Hartpury College 
then decided to focus my university dissertation 
on ruminant nutrition. I worked with David Balls 
and his clients in Gloucestershire to sample 
rations and compare what was rationed with 
what was fed on farm,” Scott explains.

Trainee
After graduating in 2012, Scott returned 
to Newton Abbot and began looking for a 
nutritionist position within the company. At the 
time, Mole Valley Farmers was yet to develop 
their specifi c graduate training scheme, but 
Scott was taken into the company as a trainee 
nutritionist in August 2013. Since then the 
training scheme has become more formalised, 
with the fi rst graduates joining the offi cial 
programme at the start of this year.

“Originally I had 12-13 weeks doing a 
shadowing role, looking at rations and learning 
how to build relationships. It’s important to 
get to know individual farms and identify their 
specifi c needs,” says Scott.

Clients
Scott then started taking on his own client 
base, with his time split 50:50 between giving 
on farm advice and gathering and interpreting 
data as part of the eCow trial which uses rumen 
boluses to automatically track changes in 
rumen pH. At the same time Scott also began a 
Masters in ruminant nutrition at Harper Adams 
which is part funded by Mole Valley Farmers.

Now, more of his time is spent servicing 
his client base of dairy and beef farms in 
Gloucestershire. However, he is still involved 
in the eCow work and has become highly 
knowledgeable in this area. 

“The bolus work has been a great project to 
get my teeth into and has been a good way to 
develop my skills on farm. The boluses have 
also proved a great tool for us as nutritionists, 
allowing us to safely increase starch and sugar 
levels in the ration without compromising 
rumen health,” he says.

“The data has also shown how important 
consistency is in getting the most from dairy 
cows. Any upset in routine can impact on 
rumen pH and tip cows out of kilter.” 

As part of his role as a nutritionist, Scott 
is able to review current systems, identify 
areas to improve and help make farm specifi c 
recommendations, all while drawing on the 
wide support available within the Mole Valley 
Farmers business.

Support
“The support is great. There’s probably 20 plus 
people in the nutrition team and I feel I could 
ring any one of them at any time. All of the 
younger team also have monthly meetings and 
we get in house training on things like fertility 
and rationing,” he says.

“As a young person, Mole Valley Farmers 
are a great company to work with as they 
are forward thinking and undergoing rapid 
expansion which also presents opportunities. 
Hopefully I will grow as the business grows.”

Contact details
Ruminant Nutritionists:

Scott Carter 07816 172025
David Balls  07887 628480

Crop Nutritionist:

Dan Finchett  07875 741710

Advice Line: 01769 575679

01769 576201

Appropriate ventilation must be considered 
essential within any livestock building - a 
continuous minimum air exchange is required to 
remove the moisture and pathogens produced 
by the livestock within the building. The aim 
is to reduce humidity within the house and 
to reduce levels of bacteria and viruses at 
animal level – by increasing the quality of their 
environment we are enabling better production. 

The prime example of a disease directly 
related to inadequate ventilation is respiratory 
disease in growing cattle. Poor ventilation 
increases the risk of respiratory disease. A 
well ventilated shed delivers fresh air at stock 
level leading directly to healthier stock. The 
cost of respiratory disease to the UK cattle 
industry is £60M annually; through mortality, 
medicines, labour and lost production. Within 
your own farm the cost can be signifi cant, this 
may not be apparent until you start monitoring 
performance, like weight gain.

Any ventilation system, natural or mechanical, 
must be able to provide the required air 
changes, even on the stillest of days. We 
are able to provide assistance in assessing 
the ventilation within your buildings and 
advise on the most appropriate way to make 
improvements.

Mechanical ventilation systems available include 
sock systems and belt driven box fans which 
aim to supply enough fresh air to all parts of 
the building.

Mole Valley Plus can now offer a range of 
agricultural fans to suit all needs with expert 
advice on hand to discuss options to optimise 
ventilation within your current buildings or to 
include exceptional ventilation systems into new 
buildings.

Agricultural fans 
Improve air quality and 
reduce the risk from airborne 
pathogens

FARMING
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01769 576201

Fertility is a hugely important issue for any dairy farmer. The ability to get cows 
back in calf quickly helps to maintain high levels of milk production and reduce 
the costs incurred during a cows dry period. With the average yield of a Holstein 
cow reaching 7000 litres a year, maximising effi ciency is essential to achieve the 
average interval of 70 days from calving to fi rst breeding, along with a high fertility 
rate, resulting in more milk and calves produced at a reduced cost.

Many cows ovulate within three weeks after calving but can often take between 
50-60 days for a cow to show signs of ovulation. With 15 to 20% of a typical 
100 cow herd showing no outward sign of being in heat this can present a real 
challenge to herdsman when trying to optimise milk production.

Heatime monitors activity 24 hours a day and has achievable heat detection rates 
of up to 95%. Based on a typical 100 cow herd a reduction of 20 days off the 
calving interval can save around £10,000.

Peter Derryman, Yarcombe, Honiton – “We installed a Heatime long distance LD 
system in July and already it is taking the stress out of heat detection. We have 
stopped using any other heat detection aids and are presenting fewer anoestrous 
cows to our vets.”

Stuart Taylor, Thorndon Farm, Holsworthy – “We installed a heatime long distance 
LD system last spring. The heat detection is picking up cows late at night, which 
may have been missed. Knowing when peak activity occurred has helped with the 
time of insemination to improve conception rates. I currently don’t have a collar 
per cow, however my objective is to achieve this as soon as possible.”

Richard Reed, Gidcott, Milton Damerel – “We had our Heatime system installed 
in 2008. In the fi rst 12 months our calving index reduced by over 20 days. Today 
Heatime has become one of the most important pieces of equipment on our farm, 
so much so that we have now upgraded to the latest long distance LD system 
(Long Distance), which will pick up activity on both our cows and maiden heifers 
using one antenna to cover all the farm buildings.”

For further details of discounted Heatime systems, available to you 
through Mole Valley Plus, call us on 01769 576201

Benefi t from increased profi tability by 
monitoring heat and activity levels of 
your dairy herd

The bull/semen you use today will impact directly on your 
performance / return in future years. And it’s not just the 
choice of genetics that is important. It’s also how you 
manage and use it within your farm system that is important 
to get the most from the potential.

The fi rst area to consider is how you use your genetics. Do 
you run a bull or do you use semen? Do you AI yourself or 
use a technician? Do you record the information and measure 
your fertility effi ciency? 

No matter how you use your genetics the fi rst area to 
assess is your fertility effi ciency on farm – to ensure you are 
using your genetics, in whatever form, effi ciently. There are 
many ways of looking at this but the most current fi gure is 
“pregnancy rate” – how effi ciently are you getting your cows 
in calf? This is a factor of submission rate and conception 
rate. 

On dairy farms conception rate is a variable that is impacted 
on by nutrition, disease and environment. We do see issues 
with this, however it is generally stable on farm. The biggest 
variable we see are the submission rates. This is impacted by 
heat detection and what your voluntary waiting period, the 
time after calving when you start serving your cows, is. 

On dairy farms where AI is used heat detection is the one 
area where the good farms are very good and the average 
farms are very average. Where heat detection is excellent 
then the % of cows in calf at 100 days can be 40-50%. 
Where it is poor this fi gure can be 25%. This then means the 
DIM – days in milk – of the herd is extended and the daily 
milk production is lower as the herd is staler as a whole. 

Where bulls are run the big variable is the bull. Very few 
herds that run bulls record their services. But the difference 
between the good and the average is the same – submission 
rate. The good herds achieve high submission rates and 
thus a compact calving pattern, the average herds achieve 
poor submission rates and have an extended calving pattern 
that is known to be less profi table. This can be down to bull 
power, lameness, disease or nutrition. Bulls are an excellent 
way of getting cows in calf – when managed well and used 
sensibly. Basically when you run a bull you hand him control 
of your herd’s fertility. When you use AI you are in charge.

Conception rate can also be an issue with a % of bulls 
either infertile or occasionally sub-fertile. More bulls are 
fertility tested now prior to the service period but most are 
just turned in with the cows and left to it. When a bull goes 
wrong the consequences are extreme – empty dairy cows 
cost money, empty beef cows are a disaster. 

We can only assess the fertility effi ciency if there are good 
records on farm. With use of AI we can analyse the records 
and measure effi ciency. Only then can we target areas to 
improve. If a bull is running we can have service dates – 
but generally this is either done well or not done at all. If 
there are no service records then we have to retrospectively 
analyse scanning results or the calving percentage. With beef 
herds we generally only get an idea of the fertility after the 
cows have been scanned. Too late to do anything for that 
season. 

In summary, we fi nd that the dairy and beef herds who 
have good fertility are taking good care of their genetic 
management. Records are kept, effi ciency is good and the 
genetic material – semen or bull – is looked after and used 
sensibly.

UP TO

25% 
OFF

Heatime monitoring systems

How do you manage the 
genetics on your farm?

FARMING
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Keeping your calves growing during cold weather 
With winter upon us, the challenge for all calf rearers is keeping them 
healthy and maintaining their growth. An ambient temperature of below 
20ᴼC is deemed ‘cold’ for a young calf (0-3 weeks) – there would be few 
calf houses where the winter temperature reaches that level during the 
night or day! 

When temperatures fall, calf growth rates can plummet, simply because 
calves require so much more energy just to keep warm, leaving less 
available for growth and for the immune system to function, meaning 
calves are more susceptible to respiratory infection and scour. During 
periods of cold weather, calves must be kept warm, so fed enough milk to 
provide them with the required extra energy.  

Lower Critical Temperature (LCT) is the level at which animals begin to 
require additional energy to maintain their body temperature. For calves 
0-3 weeks of age, the LCT is 20ᴼC, and 10ᴼC for calves older than 3 
weeks. A  0-3 week old calf weighing 50kg, will need an extra 100g milk 
powder per day for each 10ᴼC drop in ambient temperature below 20ᴼC  
to maintain growth at the same rate. For example, if outside temperature 
is 0ᴼC, young calves should be fed an extra 200g per day. If you normally 
feed 625g per day, you will need to feed a total of 625+200 = 825g per 
day.

Increase the amount of milk solids provided each day, either by 
increasing the mixing rate, or by increasing the volume fed. The 
requirement for more energy in cold weather is not linked to the type 
of milk you are feeding. Whether you are feeding whole milk or milk 
replacer, you need to feed more in cold weather to maintain the same 
growth rate.

By Adam May 

• Easy to put on and take off

• Breathable and water 
repellent. 

• Machine washable at 50°C. 

CalfStart large calf jacket

Size:  

Chest to tail: 93cm      
Along bottom inc. front fl aps: 74cm
Width: 39cm
Material:  Outer shell heavy duty ripstop Oxford, 
200g padded nylon lining. 

Maximum comfort for calves

Cold weather is yet another challenge that calves can face, but ensuring 
calves are well-nourished and properly housed (allowing them to stay 
warm), will help them to continue to grow well and remain healthy. 

For advice on calves, please call your nutritionist or farm sales 
specialist or the FeedLine on 01769 576240

Calf products
BUY 4 

GET 5TH
FREE

£19.95 ea

Multistart calf milk replacer
MVF CODE 1086996

Calf hutches

£215.95
MVF CODE 56615

JFC calf hutch with feeding equipment
Comes with a meal bin, 
bucket teat and holder 
and hurdle brackets.
Suitable for day old 
calves through to post 
weaning.
Easy to clean and 
disinfect eliminating 
harboured diseases.
Dimensions: (H x W x 
D (mm)) 1640 x 1270 x 
1270. Green.

JFC calf hutch group
A calf hutch suitable as a batch 
calf rearing system. Its robust 
design allows it to be used as 
an effective shelter for other 
animals.
JFC calf hutch rearing system 
suitable for day old calves 
through to post weaning.
Group rearing is a more 
economical method of rearing 

£468.95

MVF CODE 56616

calves outside whilst still achieving healthier 
calves, lower veterinary costs and better growth 
rates. Easy to clean and disinfect eliminating 
harboured diseases.
Dimensions: (H x W x D (mm)) 1650 x 2000 x 
2200. White.

Mole Valley Farmers most popular calf milk 
replacer. This high quality, 22% protein, 
whey based calf milk replacer is suitable to 
use in once or twice daily restricted feeding 
systems, ad-lib and computerised automatic 
feeders that do not require a free-fl ow pow-
der and cold ad-lib feeding.

£34.65

MVF CODE 05190

20kg bags

no VAT

Offer available whilst stocks last. Limited numbers.

FARMING
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Organic beef and sheep

In 2014 the price of fi nished beef went through 
a torrid time, but is slowly recovering. Lamb 
prices have been relatively good, although 
with the numbers predicted to come through 
early this year it could cause prices to fall. The 
weakness in the market has come in part as 
a result of lower demand from southern EU 
countries where household expenditure has 
been severely restricted.

The prime organic beef trade has gathered a 
little more momentum as processors looked 
to put stock away for the Christmas period. A 
continuation of improving prices would be most 
welcome for the new year, colder weather and 
a gradual improvement in demand could help. 
The general quality of cattle in regard to grade 
and fat class was good last autumn, helped by 
the extended grass growth period and fewer 
weather challenges at the back end of the 
grazing season. 

The organic cull cow trade has gone completely 
off the boil, the warm weather through the 
autumn stifl ed consumer demand for cheaper 
cuts of beef.

Nigel Mapstone, Feed Nutritionist (Organics)

In addition to a full range of organic straights, compounds and 
meals in bulk, Mole Valley Feed Solutions can supply organic 
approved lick buckets and a range of organic approved beef 

minerals. Call the FeedLine 01278 444829

Lamb prices have been quite fi rm, mainly on 
the back of dwindling supplies due to weather 
and grass quality taking their toll on grass 
fi nished lambs. Trade looked to be steadying 
towards Christmas, leading to possible further 
improvement as we continue into 2015, 
although this will depend on currency exchange 
rate fl uctuations affecting the export market. 
With reasonably high slaughter numbers so far 
this year, it’s possible that supplies to abattoirs 
could be stretched by February, leading to 
stronger demand and better prices. Lambs 
can go over the top with regard to fat class 
when they are left too long on good grass, but 
conformation grades so far have generally been 
good.

However, with good stocks of forage and the 
current low price of organic cereals it will be 
more cost effective to feed animals this winter 
to meet any early spring demand than it has 
been for some time. So now is a good time to 
look at systems of production. 

For more information contact 
the FeedLine on 01278 444829

Weaning to fi nished
These standards apply to all rearing animals 
including suckler calves.

Post Weaning Organic Constraints
A daily minimum of 60% of DM intake is 
forage.

An annual minimum of 60% DM intake is 
from unit.

Must have access to pasture when weather 
and ground conditions permit.

Housing in straw yards for up to 20% of life 
to a maximum of 3 months at one time.

For housed periods a high energy 
concentrate should be fed along with forage 
with a minimum of 10MJ energy. The 
difference between 11ME silage and 9.5ME 
silage is 0.35 kg LWG/day.

Beef at Grass
In an organic system all forage must be of 
high quality as concentrate substitution is 
limited. Given well managed grass leys, this 
is the LWG that can be achieved: 

Early March to June 1.25kg total of 120kg

July to August 1.00kg total of   60kg

Sept to October 0.80kg total of   40kg

This can be done with no concentrate but 
a good quality dry haylage as buffer is 
advisable from the end of June.

Housed beef
Apart from winter housing, the standards 
permit housing of fi nishing animals for 
up to 3 months so the proposed fi nishing 
ration must be good enough to ensure the 
required growth rates while still containing 
at least 60% forage. The best solution for 
this would be high quality silage fed with 
rolled cereals and a protein balancer if 
required.

For example:
A 450kg animal fed 7.5kg DM of 10.5ME 
silage, 2.5kg DM rolled barley and 0.5kg 
DM protein should achieve 1.1kg LWG at 
a cost of £1.50 a day including the cost of 
silage.

The important factor in rearing beef is to 
fi nish as quickly as practical because every 
extra day that they need to be fed costs 
money for no extra return.

Similar principles apply to fi nishing over 
wintered lambs where feeding 0.5kg of 
organic whole barley will help them fi nish in 
time to achieve the best market price.

FARMING
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The 2015 edition 

of our Beef 

Management Guide 

is now available from 

all Farm Sales Offi ces, 

or you can contact 

Marisa Gale on 

01769 576219 for 

your copy. 

Some would argue that making a profi t from producing beef from black 
and white male calves is challenging to say the least, as the fi nished 
carcass will never reach the ‘Golden Box’ on the grading sheet and will 
get punished by heavy penalties imposed by the processors. However, 
as we have tried to show in recent newsletters, there are margins to be 
made, albeit relatively modest. When comparing suckler or beef cross 
animals, which often do hit the target grades, the initial cost of the 
calf must be taken into account, where there can be as much as £300 
difference at ten days old.

In this fi nal article on the series, we take a look at the 30 month system, 
which is probably the most diffi cult system to assess. Most of the cattle 
will be traded at least twice before heading to the abattoir and each 
farmer in the chain will expect a profi t, as well as the cut auctioneers and 
hauliers will take. Perhaps this is why the old adage is appropriate ‘If you 
want to make a profi t from a 30 month steer, someone in the chain has to 
make a loss’!

For this exercise, we are looking at the lifetime of the steer and we will 
estimate the cost of selling as store at the end.

We are using the standard cost of rearing a calf from birth to 12 weeks, 
then the accepted average cost of £1.10 per day for 24 months and a 
90 day fi nishing cost which is the same as we used for the 20 month old 
system, although this could be on the low side as the conversion rate of 
feed to weight will not be as good.

The end price could also be less, due to higher penalties imposed for 
overweight and poor conformation.

Cost of calf at weaning £150
Rearing 730 days x £1.10 £803
Finishing 90 days @ £2.50 £225
Cost of production £1,178

Return for a 700kg steer @KO% 52   

364kgs O-3  DW @ £2.95 ppkg £1,074

Net loss £104

Many people will dispute this fi gure and claim they are making a good 
profi t from this type of steer, but to put this into perspective, DairyCo, 
who have access to reliable fi nancial data from the dairy sector calculate 
the cost of rearing a 30 month heifer to be £1,365, so our calculation is 
about right and could be on the low side.
What hasn’t been included are housing, bedding, vet and med, fatalities, 
fi nance, labour, transport and marketing costs, all of which could easily 
add up to another £100 per animal. 

As we said at the beginning, this type of beef is often produced by more 
than one farmer with the steers being sold at various stages through its 
life and, to state the obvious, making a profi t depends on the difference 
between the purchase and selling price. 

To use the easiest stage as an example, the specialist fi nisher will know 
in detail the cost of fi nishing a healthy, well grown store and how many 
days the animal will be on the farm. He also knows what daily liveweight 
gain he can achieve and will have a contract with one or more abattoirs 
which pay a bonus over the standard grid, for the numbers and fi nish 
he produces. Therefore, it is relatively easy to calculate how much he 
can afford to pay for the forward store, allowing for the margin he needs 
to make. As each animal is only on farm for three months, the annual 
turnover will be four times per animal place, even a small margin per 
animal will leave a healthy annualised end result. 

The conclusion of this series of articles is that there is a demand for beef 
produced from B&W bull calves, but the margin diminishes as the animal 
gets older. Finishing them as bulls at 13 months, or as steers at 18-20 
months shows a reasonable return, but growing them on to 30 months 
creates a signifi cant challenge. Whatever the system, setting targets 
and monitoring performance, by regular weighing, is crucial to ensure 
targets are being achieved. Maximising home grown forage utilisation and 
balancing that with the correct supplements to achieve a fi nished animal 
at the right weight will deliver the best results.

Profi table beef production from B&W steers

2015 EDITION 

BEEF MANAGEMENT GUIDE

email: marisa.gale@molevalleyfarmers.com

FARMING
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IAE Agricultural
Producing farm equipment

IAE Agricultural is part of the F.Klucznik & Son 
Ltd group of companies which also includes 
IAE Fencing, manufacturers of steel fencing 
and shelters; IAE Equestrian, manufacturers of 
internal stabling, and Centre Wire Ltd, suppliers 
of specialist steel and timber gates for the 
public rights of way.

Established in 1969 by Frank Klucznik who 
came to England from his home in Poland as 
part of the armed forces during the Second 
World War, eventually settling in the farming 
town of Leek in North Staffordshire. 

IAE is an independent family owned 
organisation with a turnover in excess of £40 
million. Its products can be found throughout 
the United Kingdom and around the world.

Their business ethos of offering good value 
products that are built to last remains today 
and listening to the invaluable suggestions from 
their customers has helped them continue to 

Facts and fi gures
Robots
• 11(No) robotic welders

Gates
• Potential to make approximately 4,000 

standard gates per week 

Cattle crushes
• 40 (no) per week

Cow cubicles
• 80,000 per year

In house galvanising 
• All IAE products galvanized in house. 
• Zinc bath 7m x 1.83m x 3.35m 
• Zinc tank capacity 300 tonnes 
• Dipping approximately 400t/week 

Latest sheet metal production
facility comprising;

• Fully automated sheet storage facility 
• 500 tonnes sheet storage capacity
• Fully programmable automated to 

service Laser, Punch and Bendmaster 
• Fully automated with load and unload 

facility inc scrap disposal 
• Max punching capacity 8mm thick 

mild steel
• 1200 hits (holes) per minute 
• 5kw Laser
• Fully automated with load andunload 

facility
• Max Laser capacity 25mm thick mild 

steel
• Fully programmable 360 degree 

rotation of cutting head  
• Fully automated with load and unload 

facility, bend master
• Robotic arm control
• Max fold length 4m long
•  Capacity 8mm thick mild steel

improve products and serve you - the customer 
through suppliers such as Mole Valley Farmers.

Today, IAE are the United Kingdom’s largest 
manufacturer of livestock handling equipment. 
They operate from a 26 acre purpose built, 
environmentally conscious site in Stoke-on-
Trent, Staffordshire, which is ideally located for 
easy access to all our retail outlets.

The company has built a reputation for 
quality. Continual investment in the very latest 
technology ensures they remain effi cient and 
competitive. Laser cutting, robotic welding 
and some of the most modern folding and 
bending machines allow IAE to offer a range 
of products and degree of precision which 
is of great benefi t to our customers. These 
modern working practices, coupled with human 
expertise and innovative designs, keep them at 
the forefront of the agricultural industry.

After manufacture, products are hot dip 
galvanised at the in-house facility to BS EN 
ISO 1461 and deliveries are carried out by the 
company’s fl eet of modern, satellite tracked 
vehicles.

In house galvinising

For more information or to order IAE equipment, please visit your local branch

FARMING

Robotic welding

New automated storage, 
punching, lasering and folding
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Pre lambing buckets and blocks

Buckets and blocks can supply the minerals, trace elements and vitamins 
your stock require, as well as very good quality protein and energy source 
in the case of our feed blocks and feed buckets.

Improve your lamb vigour this season with 
MVF Super Energy Products
Typical scanning to weaning rates of lowland fl ocks in the UK are 205% 
and 155% which would equate to approximately a £40/ewe loss in 
today’s market place. A large amount of these losses occur around 
lambing time.  

We advocate the use of our higher specifi cation Super Energy products 
pre lambing, as at this critical time there will be an increased demand 
for dietary concentrations of energy and by-pass protein, vital in late 
pregnancy.

Energy requirement of a 70kg ewe carrying twins six weeks 
pre lambing to two weeks post

-6 -4 -2 0 +1 and 2

DMI (kg/day) 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.5

ME (MJ/day) 11.4 13.1 15.3 18.3 30

Feeding Super Energy feed buckets or blocks will help to: 
• Meet the ewe’s energy demands at lambing

• Provide 24 hour access, even for shy feeders

• Improve lamb vigour

• Reduce the incidence of twin lamb disease 

• Enhance colostrum

• Increase milk production 

• Reduce labour 

• Balance out the variations in forage quality

• Provide all the required minerals, vitamins and trace elements

Super Energy 16 + Fish Oil feed bucket
The ultimate sheep energy bucket, utilizing high levels of soya – high 
in bypass protein to aid colostrum/milk production. Nutrient loaded 
with extra high levels of energy (16MJ/kg DM), including Megalac, 
natural protein, vitamin E, omega 3 fi sh oils, protected selenium (Sel-
Plex), protected zinc and B vitamins.

Super Energy 16 Plus Fish Oil feed block
The ultimate, high performance feed block containing high quality 
wheat distillers dark grains as the main ingredient. The block is high in 
energy and protein combined with fi sh oils, Megalac protected energy, 
Selplex and a premium mineral, vitamin and trace element package. 
Feed pre and post lambing to multiple bearing ewes or as a pre 
tupping energy boost. Does not contain urea.

Super Energy 16 Plus Fish Oil
Analysis

Protein 15%

Metabolic Energy 16 MJ/kg/(DM)

Calcium 5.2%

Phosphorus 0.2%

Magnesium 0.2%

Manganese 800 mg/kg

Copper None added

Zinc (contains protected zinc) 1,600 mg/kg

Cobalt 40 mg/kg

Iodine 40 mg/kg

Selenium (contains Sel-plex) 10 mg/kg

Vitamin A 100,000 iu/kg

Vitamin D3 20,000 iu/kg

Vitamin E 1,000 iu/kg

Megalac YES

Super Energy Plus Fish Oil
Analysis

Protein 18%

Metabolic Energy 12.5 MJ/kg/(DM)

Calcium 3%

Phosphorus 0.5%

Magnesium 2%

Manganese 250 mg/kg

Copper None added

Zinc (contains protected zinc) 1,000 mg/kg

Cobalt 10 mg/kg

Iodine 16 mg/kg

Selenium (contains Sel-plex) 5 mg/kg

Vitamin A 50,000 iu/kg

Vitamin D3 10,000 iu/kg

Vitamin E 250 iu/kg

Megalac YES

Please contact your local Farm Sales Co-ordinator for more information on feed blocks and buckets 
or alternatively call 01566 780261 or email altfeeds@molevalleyfarmers.com

Shaun Hambley,
Alternative Feeds Product Manager and Nutritional Advisor

Feed buckets provide major minerals, trace 
elements and vitamins with added energy & 
protein to help balance shortfalls in the diet.

FEED BUCKETS

Feed blocks can replace compound feeds or 
be fed as well with forages, to provide the 
animal with a balanced diet

Typical intake levels (g/head/day)

Mineral buckets Feed buckets Feed blocks

15g-30g 50g-150g 150g-300g

FEED BLOCKS

Branches stock the most popular blocks and buckets. For delivery direct 
to farm, the minimum order is 1 tonne. Please call the Farm Sales Offi ce 
at your local branch for more information

MINERAL BUCKETS
Mineral buckets provide major minerals, trace 
elements and vitamins as a supplement to your 
feed

FARMING
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Lambing Part 1 - Ewe focus

Optimising the nutrition of ewes through 
pregnancy will set them up for good lambing 
and lactation. Ideally every ewe should produce 
two strong, healthy lambs and a good quality 
and quantity of colostrum and milk to ensure 
good lamb growth.

Before lambing
Group scan ewes according to lambing dates 
and singles/twins/triplets. Put the singles and 
triplets next to each other to allow for easier 
fostering. Ensure ewes are on a rising plane 
of nutrition in the 6 weeks before lambing 
by supplementing forage with concentrates 
to provide enough energy and protein for 
good lamb growth. Most growth occurs in the 
last month of pregnancy and as lambs take 
up space in the abdomen, rumen capacity is 
decreased. Therefore, a good quality ration 
is important as is maximising intakes by 
ensuring enough feed space per ewe (45cm 
for concentrates and 15cm for forage). Housed 
ewes should have forage available ad lib. Use 
forage analysis to work out the appropriate 
concentrate to use. Body condition score (BCS) 
regularly (lowland ewes should be score 3.5 
at tupping, 3 at lambing and 2.5 at weaning) 
and record metabolic disease (prolapses, 
retained membranes, twin lamb disease) to 
see if targets are being met. For example >8% 
prolapses should be a cause for concern and 
merit investigation by your vet.

If you have not scanned it is important to BCS 
at mid pregnancy, if any ewes are struggling, 
split them into a different group and give extra 
feed, as it is likely they are carrying twins or 
triplets and unable to cope on the basic ration. 
If you don’t give supplementary feed to these 
ewes they are likely to suffer from metabolic 

disease and have poor lamb growth. Twin lamb 
disease occurs where the ewe is not getting 
enough energy to meet the requirements of 
growing lambs in late pregnancy. Affected ewes 
will be weak, blind, may become recumbent 
and can die. It is worth having a twin lamb 
treatment on the shelf in case, as prompt 
treatment is paramount to ewe survival.

Pre lambing vaccination must be planned in 
advance:

• Abortion vaccines: at least 4 weeks before 
tupping. 

• Heptavac P+ boosters: given 4-6 weeks 
before lambing to ensure antibodies pass to 
lambs in colostrum

• Footvax: not to be given in the 4 weeks 
before and 4 weeks after lambing.

• Orf: at least 7 weeks before lambing to 
ensure the ewe does not shed infectious 
scabs which can infect lambs.

Lastly, plan a parasite control strategy with your 
vet or SQP in order to time worming treatments 
effectively, minimise resistance, reduce wormer 
use, check your wormer is working, and control 
fl ies, ticks, lice, mites and fl uke too.

At lambing
If ewes are fi t at lambing and the ration has 
been well planned, most ewes will lamb without 
assistance. Very fat ewes are more likely to 
have diffi culty at lambing and an increased 
risk of prolapses. If you need to assist a 
lambing use clean, gloved hands and plenty of 
lubrication to avoid damage and infection of the 
uterus.

After lambing, whilst checking over and navel 
dipping the lambs, it is also important to give 
the ewe an MOT. Check the udder, feet and 

Katie Scotter, BA VetMB MRCVS

BCS, and address any problems promptly:

• Udder: If there signs are of mastitis, treat 
the ewe with antibiotics and 
anti-infl ammatories and consider fostering 
the lambs or supplementary feeding them. 
If there is a blind or dry quarter, consider 
fostering one of the lambs. 

• Feet: If there are signs of scald, foot rot, or 
CODD treat and isolate from the rest of the 
fl ock.

• BCS: If the ewe is too thin she may not be 
able to produce enough milk to rear two 
lambs, so consider taking one off.

After lambing
Ensure ewes and lambs have mothered up 
before turning into larger groups. Check 
the ewe has passed foetal membranes and 
treat any uterine infections with antibiotics 
and anti-infl ammatories. Aside from retained 
membranes, the other metabolic diseases to 
look out for are prolapses, hypocalcaemia and 
hypomagnesaemia. Signs of hypocalcaemia 
include weakness, bloat, recumbency, uterine 
prolapse and death. Signs of hypomagnesaemia 
(staggers) include twitching, recumbency and 
sudden death. These metabolic problems can 
be avoided by providing adequate nutrition and 
mineral supplementation before, during and 
after lambing.

As ewes start producing milk and reach peak 
lactation it is important to maintain protein 
and energy levels in the ration to ensure the 
ewe produces a high quality and quantity of 
milk to rear her lambs without losing too much 
condition. Remember, you are aiming for a BCS 
of 2.5 at weaning, in order to allow the ewe to 
regain condition before the next tupping. 

FARMING

Katie Scotter. Katie 
graduated from the 
University of Cambridge in 
2011 and joined the farm 
vet team at St David’s Farm 
Practice in 2013. She enjoys 
all aspects of farm practice, 
with a particular interest in 
dairy fertility, fl ock health 
planning and alpaca work.
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MVF CODES 1085517/19-21

NOW
AVAILABLE

Molemark 
marker spray 
400ml

Available in 
orange, green, 

red and blue

This product is a long lasting, fully scourable professional marker spray 
for UK sheep producers. It can be used on wet or dry fl eeces with 
excellent marking defi nition and the nozzle has been developed for the 
prevention of any blockage. 

The spray is currently available in four vibrant colours: orange, red, 
green or blue. The spray has a combination of qualities including 
being waterproof, long-lasting yet fully scourable. In order prevent the 
spray from being transferred to multiple sheep, it has a rapid drying 
formulation. 

BUY 2
GET 3RD

FREE Performance Stock Marker

Fast drying 
marking 
system 

MoleMark - new performance stock marker

Offers are for January or whilst stocks last18 MVF Newsletter 608

The appearance of obvious signs of defi ciency 
in herds and fl ocks can be a surprise to 
many farmers, each instance carrying a cost 
in reduced performance and subsequent 
treatment. This is not including any additive 
costs which may have mounted up over time in 
lost performance due to underlying defi ciencies 
which are unseen. Helping to ensure against 
this by proactive supplementation is key.

Vitamins and minerals make up a small and yet 
essential part of the total nutrient requirements 
of your sheep and cattle. The choice of 
supplement to achieve the optimum balance of 
micro-nutrients is vital. This will help reduce the 
effects of an unpredictable climate combined 
with the added problems of the environment 
and disease threats.       

Molecare Nutritional Supplement has 
recently been improved to maximise nutrient 
content combined with ease of use for the 
farmer, achieved by reformulation using new 
“LiquiFlow,” technology. This new design has 
been driven by the needs of both the animal 
and the farmer, maximising delivery of nutrients 
in a practical easy dose system.

This is achieved by the inclusion of:

Micro-crystalline chelates 
giving optimum availability and gut absorption, 
helping allow for faster delivery and retention, 
better supporting performance when nutrient 
demand is high.

Free fl owing formula 
Quick and easy fl ow through applicators to 
ensure reliable and accurate dosing.

Refi ned energy source 
Replacing molasses with an energy supply 
which helps feed the gut to aid uptake of 
nutrients into the bloodstream.

Consider Molecare Nutritonal Supplement with 
LiquiFlow to help ensure the correct nutrient 
balance during key stages:

• Tupping/service

• Mid pregnancy

• Young lambs/calves during worming/
weaning

Molecare Nutritional Supplement for Sheep is 
available in 2 sizes, 2.5lts and 5lts with and 
without copper in all Mole Valley Farmers 
branches.

SHEEP

MoleCare Nutritional Supplement 
with Liquifl ow

NEW
MoleCare 
Nutritional 

Supplement 
with  LiquiFlow

Coming soon ....
Nutritional Supplement for Cattle 
with LiquiFlow

Molecare Liquifl ow for Sheep
MVF Code Description Size Price

1083920 Without copper
2.5L £58.40

1083921 With copper

1083922 Without copper
5L £94.85

1083923 With copper

FARMING
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EID tags
All lambs under 12 months old in England 
now have to be electronically tagged.  Non-
electronic batch tags for slaughter lambs have 
been removed and in place EID tags across 
the board and electronic reporting of sheep 
movements have been introduced.

Mole Valley Plus are able to offer the most 
competitively priced EID sheep tags and 
applicators on the market with special discounts 
available to all Mole Valley members. For those 
with larger fl ocks or who want to be more 
effi cient, we can also supply the Tag Faster 
system which has an automatic tagger for Tag 
Faster EID twins and Tag Faster batch tags. 
This system allows you to tag six times faster 
than traditional tagging.

EID readers
We also offer a full range of management 
systems to help you get maximum benefi t 
from the introduction of compulsory EID.  
There are a number of solutions, from entry 
level handheld readers to advanced Bluetooth 
enabled stock recorders and many options in 
between. These will allow you to easily scan 
your fl ock at home, or at the market, recording 
tag numbers which can then be used alongside 
any other management data you require.

Electronic ear tagging
New Government ruling now requires all lambs under 
12 months old to be electronically tagged

Weigh systems
Now is also a great time to consider the use of 
a weigh system and replace guess work with 
facts. Whether it is an upgrade to your current 
system or an entirely new system, as a Mole 
Valley member you have access to member 
discounts across the Iconix and TruTest 
systems. With options of load bar and weigh 
head capabilities, there is a system to suit your 
individual requirements. 

Weighing your stock will give you the ability 
to maximise and manage stock growth rates, 
monitor individual animal performance by 
automatically linking EID tags with weight, 
improve genetic selection, confi rm accurate 
weights prior to breeding, weigh for precise 
administration of medicine, monitor the health 
of your stock, determine weaning weights and 
check sale weights

For further details on discounted EID tags 
and sheep management systems, available 
through Mole Valley Plus, call 01769 576201

01769 576201

SPECIAL 

OFFERS

Special EID offers available 
through Mole Valley Plus
� Ritchey XRS stick reader £150 off RRP

� Agrident Bluetooth EID stick reader, 
printer and carry case offer, only £829

� Handheld EID reader for £190 when 
purchasing 250 EID Quicktags

� Farm Wizard Stick reader £369 with 
a £10 voucher towards a new run of 
Dalton EID tags

Replacement of old buildings or installation 
of new buildings can allow improvement of 
farm effi ciency, animal welfare and therefore, 
profi tability. To help make this accessible to 
our members, if you order your new building in 
January, Mole Valley Plus are offering a 30’ span 
portal timber frame kit with a free upgrade to 
oak posts giving you a saving of £85 per post 
and providing  a real lifelong asset to your farm. 

The offer is based on a 30’x60’ portal kit 
building with the main frame, roof sheets, 
guttering to both sides and the gable peaks 
clad with “Yorkshire” boards. As an optional 
extra you can then add additional side cladding 
and doors if needed.

When looking to design and plan a new 
building, to improve the effi ciency of your 
building and provide optimum conditions for 
stock welfare or crop/feed/equipment storage, 
Mole Valley Plus can also offer exceptional deals 
on agricultural fans and ventilation systems, 
Galebreaker products, precast concrete panels, 
matting, cubicles, feed bins and more.

Timber Porta 
frame building

LAMBING 
ORDER FORM

Available now from 
all MVF branches. 

Pick up your copy for 
a list of lambing items 
and also a product 
voucher

For further detail of this and other housing 
options available through Mole Valley Plus, 
call us on 01769 576201

FARMING

FREE OAK POSTS
Free Oak posts upgrade available 
in January on a timber Porta frame 
building through Mole Valley Plus
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Using slurry for “get up and grow” 
and getting more from your manure

                                  Hugh Frost, Product and Technical Manager                                    01769 576405
The nutrients contained in slurries and manures need exploiting to realise 
their full potential.

This is not a new statement. Since the imposition of new NVZ rules nearly 
three years ago it has received far more attention. Even if extra storage 
facilities and closed periods for spreading have meant that many livestock 
farmers have sometimes, unsurprisingly, viewed this resource as more of 
a burden than an asset.

Catchment Sensitive Farming (CSF) have been working to provide best 
advice to farmers on how to avoid such problems. MVF Forage Solutions 
are also able to advise further on using these on-farm resources.

Irrespective of a farm being in an NVZ or not there is great value to the 
farming business to improve and utilise slurries and manures effectively.

There are three components that can be considered when setting out to 
maximise the use of slurries and manures:

1. Knowing the realistic quantity of nutrient contents.

2. Preparing the ground and crop to be most receptive.

3. Planning the application timing to optimise nutrient effect, to fi t into a 
farming system and comply with local regulations.

The graphs on the right of the page are summary values for the three 
macronutrients by quarters of the year for Mole Valley Feed Solutions 
samples as measured by Lancrop Laboratories.

It illustrates that the values vary signifi cantly between years and the four 
seasons which are very rarely average. This demonstrates the benefi t of 
periodically analysing slurries to understand what you are adding to crops 
especially since dry matter percentages are also usually lower than 6% 
predicted estimated in RB209.

Not all the nutrients are immediately available and when applied to the 
land they run the risk of being either lost through leaching, erosion or 
bound into organic matter content. To minimise this the crop and soil 
needs to be receptive by:

1. Having good crop cover, in a condition and time for plant growth

2. Having good soil structure which is healthy and with activity

Getting these right, in the context of the individual farm situation is key to 
effective slurry nutrient utilisation.

Application in spring, or during the active growing season is far more 
benefi cial than autumn applications when the grass plants are ‘shutting 
up shop’ for the winter. Ground that is well structured can absorb the 
liquid volume better and a microbially active soil that can utilise or absorb 
the nutrients effectively is essential.

Prior to ordering the same old fertilisers that your farming predecessors 
have purchased since 1960’s, consider how to make these the most 
effective after utilising your own resources better.

The diagram opposite 
illustrates the approach 
being taken by Mole 
Valley Feed Solutions.  
The addition of 
any supplementary 
nutrients are always 
likely to be needed in 
modern agricultural 
systems with higher 
production requirement. 
However, making more 
from slurry and manure 

is a strong recommendation from several organisations in the fi eld and 
the advice on how to achieve this is available.

N contents might be more than planned.

Using average P contents might be deceiving.

K content is consistently lower than predicted.

For more information on this, contact Mole Valley Forage Services on 01769 576405

FARMING
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Premium Dewalt Combi 
Hammer Drill 18v

FREE 
52 piece

accessory 
set

£309.00

Specifi cation:
No Load Speed: 0-575/0-1350/0-2000/min. 
Beats Per Minute: 0-9755/022950/0-34000/bpm.  
Chuck: 1.5-13mm. 
Max Torque: 80Nm. 
Max Drilling Capacity: 
Wood: 50mm, 
Metal: 13mm,
Masonry: 16mm.

The DeWalt DCD985M3K XRP Premium Combi 
hammer drill has a tough 3 speed all metal 
transmission for increased runtime and longer 
tool life and a 22 position adjustable torque 
control for optimised precision when screw 
driving. 

It has a 13mm ratcheting keyless chuck with 
automatic spindle lock for fast bit changes and 
the effi cient intelligent trigger allowing total 
control over all applications. 

The LED has a delay feature for improved 
visibility and fl ashlight functionality. Its 
improved grip design provides greater 
application control and maximum comfort. The 
Li-Ion battery packs allows for superior insertion 
and removal. Steel belt hook and magnetic bit 
holder ensure strong storage solutions. 

FREE RANGE 
DAIRY NETWORK

(Creating an opportunity for a 
fair milk price)

OFFER

It comes with 3 x 18v 4.0Ah Li-Ion batteries, 
multi voltage charger, and a kit box.

MVF CODE 1082367

Hopefully with the SPS payment window 
opening in December, many farmers will 
have received their payments. However, it is 
inevitable that some will still be tracking their 
payments progress. And just to add another 
level of complexity, there have been some 
additional changes to the system, and that 
doesn’t just mean a name change.

Further information released from the EU 
and Defra regarding how the CAP reform will 
actually be implemented on farm has been 
released. From 1st January 2015 the Single 
Payment Scheme (SPS) will become known as 
the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS). In addition to 
this, is the requirement to have a minimum of 
5 hectares of eligible land and 5 corresponding 
entitlements to ensure a claim can be made to 
the BPS. 

Claimants to the new BPS will also have to 
demonstrate they are an ‘active farmer’. Most 
existing SPS claimants will qualify as a ‘farmer’ 
but businesses that perform certain non-
agricultural activities (airports, railway services, 
waterworks, real estate services, permanent 
sports and recreational grounds) will not be 
eligible unless they can demonstrate they carry 
out a signifi cant agricultural activity. 

To apply for BPS and be allocated BPS 
entitlements (either through transfer or from 
the national reserve), an ‘active farmer’ will 
need to demonstrate that they are producing, 
rearing or growing agricultural products or 
maintaining an agricultural area (more details 
available online or in the Defra CAP Reform 
Countdown booklet).

The value of entitlements for the three 
English regions was announced recently by 
the Rural Payments Agency (RPA), which has 
used the exchange rate set on September 30 
(€1=£0.7773), a decrease on the 2013 rate of 
7.03%:

• Non-severely Disadvantaged Area 
(non–SDA)  €251.39 (£195.40)

• Upland SDA €201.32 (£156.40)

• Moorland €35.26 (£27.40)

From SPS to BPS – what’s in a name?

A new online CAP Information Service has been 
set up and Defra has begun to invite customers 
to register with this service – SPS applicants will 
be sent registration packs.  In addition, the RPA 
has written and is calling farmers to help ensure 
a smooth transition to the new BPS.  

One area causing many farmers concern relates 
to the introduction of ‘greening’ measures, 
which farmers must be compliant with, as it 
equates to approximately 30% of the total 
payment.

The greening rules have been introduced to 
encourage biodiversity and incorporate:

1. Permanent pasture

2. Crop diversifi cation

3. Ecological Focus Areas (EFAs)

A farmer’s area of arable land will dictate 
what a farmer needs to do to meet the crop 
diversifi cation and EFA rules. 

If you farm between 10 and 30 hectares of 
arable land you will be required to follow the 
crop diversifi cation rules and grow two different 
crops on your arable land but will not be 
required to implement EFAs. However, if your 
arable land covers an area greater than 15 
hectares, you will need to grow three different 
crops and introduce EFAs. 

The RPA has recently confi rmed that there will 
be an ‘inspection period’ for crop diversifi cation, 
with crops needing to be in the ground from 
1st May to 30th June each year.  If the crop has 
been harvested before the end of the inspection 
period, the RPA will accept a crop has been 
present provided stubble or crop residue is still 
present.

For further information about the new 
online service call 0345 603 7777 or go to: 
www.gov.uk/cap-reform. 
Specifi c details of the scheme can be found in 
the CAP Reform Countdown Update booklets.

Julie Edwards, Head of Agri Marketing and Corporate Communications

Free 52 piece drilling 
and screwdriving set 

worth £25

A presentation will be made by 
Hugh Frost of MV Forage Services

 on 
‘The MVFS Soil Association 

Foundation Approach’

Dates and further details on the back 
page of this newsletter

Offer for January or whilst stocks last

FARMING
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Spring cereals

Two new spring cereal varieties
exclusive to Mole Valley Farmers

Evelina Spring Barley 
For many years mixed farmers in the South 
West have liked to grow spring feed barley with 
a high grain yield but also with plenty of straw. 
In the last 25 years we have seen varieties 
such as Dandy, Hart, Riviera and Westminster 
become the main varieties even though Riviera 
and Westminster were originally introduced to 
the market as malting varieties. They became 
popular with the mixed livestock farmer, due to 
the fact that they had an excellent combination 
of disease resistance, good grain yield and 
a reasonable straw length. Both varieties 
produced grain yields above Dandy and Hart 
but they were not as tall in the straw.

At Mole Valley Farmers we have been asking 
the question... is there a variety out there that 
will offer a competitive feed grain yield but with 
the straw length of Dandy?

Our initial enquiries drew a blank but working 
closely with Cope Seeds who have over 38 
years experience in the UK seeds industry 
and one of the key parts of their business is 
the development of new varieties that bring 
benefi ts to UK farmers, we extended our search 
into Europe and feel we may well have the 
answer with Evelina. They asked plant breeding 
organisations in several countries if they had 
a variety with excellent disease resistance, 
high feed grain yields with tall straw and good 

Suzanne Smyth, Arable Trader

standing power that would be suitable to the 
mixed arable/stock farmer in the UK.

In the last two decades most new varieties 
have been higher yielding but shorter strawed 
and aimed at the malting / distilling market, 
with most continental breeding programmes 
following a similar trend to those in the UK. 
Trevor Cope of Cope Seeds says “It looked as 
though we were drawing another blank until 
we received a positive response from Saatzucht 
Edelhof in Austria. They suggested the variety 
Evelina, so we agreed to bring over some trial 
seed to see how it compared to our current 
UK varieties, under UK growing conditions. We 
placed it at one site in the East (Essex) and one 
in the South (Wiltshire)”.

We were pleased with the visual appearance 
of the variety during the summer months. It 
appeared to have good disease resistance at 
both of the sites and was certainly taller than 
the other varieties in the trials. 

Having liked what we had seen we awaited 
the harvested yields with anticipation. If we 
had something that was comparable in yield 
with existing UK varieties we felt that with the 
obvious straw length difference linked to a good 
disease resistance, we may have something 
akin to a modern day Dandy.

OFFER
For orders placed 

before end January, 
PAY END MAY

Trial Results
Essex 

In the independent private trials in Essex, 
Evelina was compared against nine varieties 
from the 2014/2015 UK Recommended List. 

continued next page ....
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It produced the highest specifi c weight and 
was also the earliest maturing variety. In terms 
of disease scores, infection for rhyncosporium 
on 30th May was 0.0% and brown rust on 2nd 
July was only 3.0%. Evelina also produced 
the tallest straw being scored on the 29th July 
at 89.0cm. This compared to varieties such 
as KWS Irina at 63.9cm, Sanette at 64.7cm, 
Propino at 68.9cm and Concerto at 78.6cm.

Wiltshire 
In independent private trials in Wiltshire, 
Evelina was compared against seven varieties 
from the 2014/2015 UK Recommended List. It 
produced some excellent competitive yields at 
6.42 tonnes/ha, compared to established UK 
varieties such as Concerto 6.33 t/ha, Propino 
6.33 t/ha and the newly recommended KWS 
Irena 5.5 t/ha.

On a more fertile site the straw lengths on all 
varieties were much taller than the site in Essex 
but once again Evelina produced the tallest.

We feel that Evelina offers an excellent 
combination grain yield with superb specifi c 
weight, low screenings and very good all round 
disease resistance. It has the tallest straw and 
earliest maturity of any spring barley available. 
For spring 2015 we have a very limited amount 
of C2 seed available. 

Dafne Spring Wheat
Dafne has completed two years of offi cial trials 
where its treated yield performance was equal 
to that of current market leader Mulika and its 
untreated yield was higher. It also produced 
taller straw with very good standing power. 
Dafne was the earliest maturing spring wheat 
over the two years offi cial trials.

Dafne has an excellent all round disease profi le 
with ratings of 7 for Mildew, 6 for Yellow rust, 
9 for Brown rust, 6 for Septoria and 7 for 
Fusarium.

With spring wheat making a comeback due 
to varying combinations of blackgrass issues, 
competitive gross margin returns compared 
to winter wheat and the newly implemented 
3 crop ruling we would suggest Dafne offers 
you an excellent combination of yield, disease 
resistance, tall stiff straw and excellent grain 
quality.

We predict English produced spring wheat seed 
will be in extremely short supply for spring 
2015, so would strongly recommend anyone 
thinking of sowing spring wheat to register their 
interest at the earliest opportunity.

There is limited tonnage of both these varieties 
so please book early to avoid disappointment.

Subject to availability we will also have the following varieties packed in 500kg available for direct 
delivery to farm. Call your local Farm Sales Co-ordinator to place your order and to take advantage 
of our early order offer!

Cereal seed range for spring 2015

To order your cereal seed, 
speak to your Farm Sales 
Co-ordinator or call the 

SeedLine on 01769 576232

OFFER
Place your order 

before the end of 
January and PAY at 

END of MAY

£270.00

MVF CODE 21333

GREAT
VALUE

Liscop Super 
Profi  3000 sheep 
clipper VALUEipper

£251.75

MVF CODE 0160

GREAT
VALUE

Liscop cattle 
clippers

£24.50

MVF CODE 30971

SAVE 
£5

Cluson HL10 
rechargable 
Head-a-lite
Normal price £29.50

Clippers

350 watt capacity. 
Comes complete 
with robust carrying 
case and 100ml 
shearing oil. 

Mains powered, 430 watt, super cattle 
clippers. Robust well engineered and 
high quality. Excellent for clipping dirty 
cattle. Complete with durable plastic 
carry case with Liscop 
clipping oil.

Great saving

Features:
• Ultra low power consumption.
• Adjustable through 90 degrees.
• 4 Mode operation.
• Everlasting LED bulb.
• Shock and water 

resistant.

Offers for January or whilst stocks last

Call your local Farm 
Sales Co-ordinator to 
place your order and 
to take advantage of 
our early order offer!

3
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Organic
Barley Armada, Odyssey, Westminster

Wheat Dafne, Mulika, Paragon, 
Doubleshot

Oats Firth, Rozmar, Seldon

Triticale  Somtri

Beans Fanfare, Fuego, Vertigo

Peas Prophet

Conventional
Barley Concerto, Evelina, Kelim, KWS Irena, 

Odyssey, Propino, Quench, Sanette, 
Tesla, Waggon, Westminster

Wheat Belepi, Dafne, Mulika, Tybalt

Oats Atego, Canyon, Conway, Rozmar 

Triticale Logo, Somtri

Beans Fuego, Merkur

Peas Mascara, Prophet
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New Year resolution on grassland management

It’s that time of year when everyone vows to make a New Year’s 
resolution and turn over a new leaf. If you are thinking about making 
changes across your farm business in 2015, why not look at how you are 
managing your grassland. Taking the time to pro-actively improve your 
fi elds, pastures and paddocks could have a positive impact on yields and 
profi tability – for a relatively small investment.

The cost of a tonne of home produced grass dry matter is less than 
half that of a tonne of bought in feed of the same energy value, so 
maximising livestock output from this low cost feed is essential in 
protecting future livestock profi tability.

Improving grassland output starts with the soil and moves onto the crop 
that is growing in the fi eld. On average, when most under performing 
fi elds are ploughed they will only contain around 40% non-sown species 
and high levels of weed grasses, ploughing and re-seeding is the only 
reliable way of bringing the fi eld back up to standard.

Over the next few weeks you should assess your fi elds and determine 
which could be performing better. Do not just replace because of age, as 
things like compaction, poor drainage, weed grass inclusion and nutrient 
status will all have a much larger impact on fi eld performance than age 
alone. A four year old mixture could be in a worse state than a ten year 
old mixture if it has recently been poached, compacted or waterlogged 
and opened up to weed grass ingress. 

Ultimately some fi elds will need to be replaced and once that decision 
has been made, choosing the correct mixture is vital as the new ley is an 
investment which, if looked after, will provide livestock with quality feed 
for many years to come. An incorrect mixture selection can all too often 
lead to rapid sward deterioration which, in turn allows weed grasses to 
develop, these not only reduce the output of a sward, but ultimately lead 
to an untimely need to plough and reseed. 

Adopting best practice with a full grass reseed may cost £200 to £250 
per acre, but this sum is easily recovered when the additional feed value 
created and – more importantly – the milk or meat production potential of 
the forage is taken into account.

As a conservative estimate, a new ley comprising the best performing 
ryegrass varieties will produce at least an extra one tonne of extra 
dry matter per acre in the year when compared with an 8-10 year old 
pasture, In addition, because the newly sown ryegrass will have superior 
D-value to the old sward, we can expect the quality to be 5 – 10 D-value 
points higher. The combination of extra dry matter and higher quality 
forage will deliver signifi cantly more milk or live weight gain per acre, 
easily paying for the reseed in it’s fi rst year.

“These benefi ts should then continue for 5 – 7 years, under the right 
management – but without the costs to set against them.”

The extra investment in buying a good mixture represents less than 1% 
of the cost of producing a tonne of dry matter, so cutting corners at the 
mixture selection stage should be treated with extreme caution. 

At Mole Valley Farmers, we have a highly technical approach to mixture 
design. Not only are the highest yielding grasses used but their 
distribution of seasonal growth, heading date, sward density, forage 
quality, disease resistance and winter hardiness are all considered with 
equal importance. This approach to mixture design allows a mixture to be 
supplied that meets the exact needs of the individual farm.

We use the England and Wales Recommended List (RL) to select top 
performing varieties from the elite list.

The difference, even between the top and bottom of the RL can be 
signifi cant, with as much as an extra 3 tonnes of silage dry matter 
available from the highest yielding compared with the lowest. The 
combined expertise of Mole Valley Farmers, Germinal and Barenbrug 
ensures that the Mole Valley Premier and Rumigan range of mixtures will 
be the best available.

For more information about our grass seed 
range, speak to your Farm Sales Specialist or 

call the SeedLine on 01769 576232

FARMING
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Biomass suppliers list
From spring 2015, RHI claimants, both domestic and non-domestic, 
will have to source their wood fuel from the newly introduced Biomass 
Suppliers List (BSL).

It will become a government requirement that participants in the non-
domestic scheme will have to provide Ofgem with a quarterly declaration 
that, the biomass fuel they have used, was registered on the BSL 
and marked as sustainable. Consumers are now able to use an online 
search tool to fi nd those authorised suppliers who are on the scheme. 
For domestic users of the scheme, participants will have to make their 
declaration to Ofgem annually.

Always aiming to be ahead of the game, moleenergy have already 
registered both its offi ce and all of our participating stores on the scheme. 
All the wood fuel pellets sold through moleenergy meet the EN plus A1 
standard which boiler manufacturers insist are used to validate boiler 
warranties. 

The Government recommend that ‘All participants are strongly 
encouraged to start sourcing from a BSL supplier in advance of the 
criteria coming into force’. We would encourage members with Biomass 
installations to check out the list and make sure they are sourcing their 
pellets from this list.

If you have any questions regarding the BSL or if we can assist 
with queries on sourcing Biomass wood fuel in any way, please 
call the moleenergy team on 01769 575674.

Information open days
Why not start 2015 by being better informed on the ways renewable 
energies can work for your business.

“I learned more about renewable energy in the two hours I was at 
the demonstration site than I had over 6 months with my previous 
potential installer”. Miss Miller, Somerset. 

Moleenergy are offering spaces on our information days at Lifton on 
Tuesday 6th January 2015 and Thursday 5th February 2015 and our 
demonstration days at Ashcott on Thursday 8th January and Tuesday 
10th February. Over 2000 members have now attended these events.

Places are limited so to book your place please 
call us on 01769 575674. 

SOLAR PV – A ‘CHILLING’ STORY
moleenergy have already helped many businesses who have chosen to 
power their daytime electricity usage through solar PV. Wherever chilling 
is a necessary part of running a business, be it dairy, butchery, cold 
storage of fruit or vegetables, then solar PV is defi nitely the way forward.

Any chilling equipment, however effi cient and whatever its energy rating, 
is still totally reliant on electricity to power it. Add this to more and more 
businesses needing to provide ‘green credentials’ to the end user and it 
makes even more sense. 

Comments from those businesses who have already invested in this 
technology are always positive, with many systems exceeding their 
predicted electricity production and we hear time and time again that 
they ‘wished they had done this earlier’. 

With more and more companies prepared to lend against asset fi nancing 
and government tax incentives to become ‘greener’, the opportunities are 
there to be taken. 

If you would like to secure a proportion of your energy costs for the 
next 20 years, then why not call moleenergy today and let your business 
become part of the success story.

moleenergy 
Impartial renewable energy solutions

01769 575674

Companies we have worked with include:
Bako Western • Alvis Bros, Lye Cross Farms • Lobbs Farm Shop

We supply 
EN Plus A1 

standard biomass 
wood fuel pellets
10kg, 15kg, 1 tonne dumpy 
bags and bulk blown. 10kg 

and 15kg are delivered 
direct to site in pallet form. 

Individual bags are available 
at al l  branches.

s

If you are thinking of how renewable 
energy can work for you, call 

moleenergy for an initial discussion 
and the options available for you.

01769 575674

FARMING
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Toyota and Lexus Fleet Services are working in partnership with Mole 
Valley Plus to give Mole Valley Farmers members exclusive offers on both 
4WD models and the entire Toyota and Lexus range of vehicles. 

As a member you will not only qualify for special purchase offers but also 
an exclusive fi nance rate through Toyota & Lexus Financial Services.

To qualify you must have been a member for a minimum of six months. 
This scheme is for Business Users only and therefore to qualify the vehicle 
must be registered to a business or a VAT registered individual.

To give peace of mind throughout the winter months, Toyota offers a 
range of 4X4 with up to 3500kg towing capacity!

Exclusive offers and fi nance rates 
on Toyota and Lexus including 4 x 4

01769 576201

Model Rav4
Land 

Cruiser
Land Cruiser 

V8
Hilux

Engine 2.2l D 
M/T AWD

3.0l D 
A/T AWD

4.5l D V8 
A/T AWD

3.0l D 
A/T AWD

CO2 combined (g/km) 149 213 250 227

Torque (ft lb) 340 420 650 360

Towing capacity (kg) 2000 3000 3500 2800

Boot capacity (l) 647 621 - -

Vehicle batteries
We stock a range of over 30 of the most 
popular  vehicle batteries in most branches.

When replacing your vehicle battery, it 
is natural to go for the cheapest priced 
replacement. This may not always be the 
best solution. With increasing technology in 
modern vehicles the demands on batteries 
requires higher output. Always ensure that 
your replacement battery is the closest to the 
specifi cation as the original on your vehicle.

The top 5 reasons for car 
breakdowns are:
• Electrical, battery, alternator, starter 

38%

• Engine management 16%

• Steering, brakes, axles 10%

• Motor mechanics 7%

• Locks 6%

Main reason for reduced 
battery life
• Short distance trips with maximum 

loads

• Incorrect application or short circuit

• Loose fi tting battery

• Pro-longed period of self discharge

• Over charging with risk of drying out

• Extreme temperature

Vehicles and machinery

To fi nd out the savings available to you through Mole Valley Plus, 
call Toyota on 0844 701 6186 or visit www.toyotalexusfl eet.co.uk 
to locate your local Centre

Screenwash 
Concentrate 
5 litres

MVF CODE 62158

£9.95

MVF CODE 28201

BUY 2 
for 

£15

Normal price

BUY 2 
for

£5

£3.95 ea

FARMING

Vehicle work 
lamp

Single, square 12v work 
lamp, suitable for a 
variety of uses.

£159.00

Stihl RE 108
pressure washer

MVF CODE 39099

£75.55

MVF CODE 49306

SAVE 
£10

“Automatic” 
battery charger

Ideal for cleaning 
cars, bikes, garden 
furniture, patios 
and paths.

GREAT
PRICE Automatic 

charger for 
batteries up to 
150 a/h

Normal price £85.55

Offers are for January or whilst stocks last

January product highlights

0

9

g 
n 

charger for 
batteries up to 

150 a/h
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Loader and grab tines

SHW are a German manufacturer who supply 
tines to many of the leading manufacturers of 
front end loaders.

Sparex offer a comprehensive range of market 
leading SHW loader tines, with over 100 
different models carried in stock for immediate 
delivery. 

Why are the tines special?

Special steel

The tine should be seen as a major factor 
in handling. It is therefore necessary to pay 
attention to the following -

Nuts should be tightened to the follow 
torque:

Thread Torque

M20 450Nm

M22 500Nm

M24 550Nm

M27 600Nm

M28 700Nm

M30 700Nm

M33 1000Nm

Mole Valley Farmers stock a range of the most popular tines. Our relationship with Sparex means 
that you can buy many wearing parts from us. Each of our branches has a comprehensive catalogue 
and access to the full Sparex product listing through their website. 

Visit your branch and speak to a member of staff who will be pleased to help you select the parts 
you want. Delivery can be direct to farm or into the branch for you to collect when you next visit. 
Sparex stock the full range of SHW tines.

Roll forged

Roll forged to provide a uniform, high quality 
fi nish.

Conical taper

Made from silicon steel with a special alloy (37 
Si 6 So) specifi cally designed for manufacturing 
tines. This steel gives the tines strength 
and fl exibility required for the toughest 
conditions. Each tine is hand tested during the 
manufacturing process to ensure high quality 
standards are achieved.

Who are SHW and why choose their tines?

An important feature unique to SHW is the 
machining of the conical taper. The precision 
machining on a CNC lathe gives greater contact 
with the mating bush/loader frame which helps 
reduce premature breakage.

Loader tine installation 
instructions

A torque wrench should be used when the 
tine is fi rst fi tted. Tines should be checked 
periodically, as failure to ensure the correct 
tightness will lead to premature breakage.

The repair bush 
should be inspected 
before fi tting a 
new tine. If the 
bush is worn, it is 
highly advisable to 
replace to ensure 
the longevity of the 
new tine.

For a complete loader tine solution offering 
high quality at competitive prices, call in at 
your local branch where you will be able 
to browse a comprehensive catalogue, or 
see the Sparex website for the full range of 
loader tines and other related products.

Caution: Do not attempt to straighten a tine 
as this can be dangerous and the tine will 
never regain its original strength.

Code Loader Tines Price ea

S77012 Conus 1 straight 680mm  M20 nut £19.95

S77016 Conus 2 straight 810mm  M28 nut £31.95

S77001 Conus 1 straight 820mm  M20 nut £22.95

S77017 Conus 2 straight 980mm  M28 nut £36.15

S77018 Conus 2 straight 1250mm  M28 nut £43.95

S78791 Conus 1 cranked and fl uted 815mm M22 nut £23.95

S77008 Conus 1 cranked 820mm M20 nut £22.95

S77014 Conus 1 cranked 820mm M24 nut £23.95

S77011 Conus 1 curved 810mm M20 nut £25.95

These tines will normally suit 
grabs manufactured by the 
following:

Alo, Chilton, Grays, JD, 
Kverneland, Lawrence 
Edwards, McHale, MF, 
Parmiter, Quicke, Redrock, 
Tanco Plus many more.

Conus refers to the conical 
taper of the tine.

Conus 1 ranges from 21mm to 
36mm (from bottom of taper 
to top of taper)

Conus 2 ranges from 32mm to 
44mm (from bottom of taper 
to top of taper)

Code Tine Repair Bush Price ea

S19836/S22829 Conus 2 £6.95

S1840 Conus 1 £6.95

S19835 Conus 1 £7.75

Ask to see a copy of our Wearing Parts 
catalogue at your local branch

FARMING
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Stihl MS181 C-BE  
chainsaw 

MVF CODE 41604

£205.00

• 31.8cc engine
• 14” bar
• Suitable for cutting fi rewood

Stihl MS291 
chainsaw  

MVF CODE 50533

SAVE
£20

£422.00

• Ideal for agricultural use
• For cutting fi rewood, landscape 

maintenance, and processing timber
• 55.5cc engine delivering 2.8Kw of power
• 18” cutting bar
• Easy to maintain and service
• Tool-less fi ller caps

Stihl MS170 12” 
chainsaw 

MVF CODE 09595

SAVE 
OVER 
£10

£129.00

30.1cc engine
Great for 

cutting 
fi rewood

Stihl M231 C-BE chainsaw 

MVF CODE 1077469 £349.00

• 42.6cc engine
• Long Life Air Filter
• Tool-less fuel caps for safe and easy re-

fuelling
• Environmentally friendly and 

economical Stihl 2-Mix Engine
• 16” bar

C =  machine has comfort features

B =  Stihl Quick Chain Tensioning  (C-B) for easy chain tensioning. If your saw chain no longer has 
the right tension, it can be readjusted in seconds without the need for tools

E =  Stihl ErgoStart, the exceptionally comfortable solution for an almost effortless start

Stihl chainsaws

Normal price £442

Normal price  £140.83

You will fi nd a comprehensive range of chainsaws, replacement chains, chain bars and fi les at all MVF branches

PLEASE REMEMBER TO USE THE APPROPRIATE SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND READ AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY

STIHL chainsaws combine innovative technology, high performance, optimum ergonomics and low 
weight. This range of specialist chainsaws is designed for work in your own garden, in agricultural 
and forestry cultivation or in orchard and plantation cultivation, with power ratings from 1.2 kW to 
6.4 kW (1.6 HP to 8.6 HP).

Stihl manufacture a wide range of chainsaws but did 
you know there are standard versions and others 
with special features added for your comfort and 
ease of use. Look out for the models  ending with 
C-BE. So to easily work out what this means:

A comprehensive range of 

quality oils
AVAILABLE FROM ALL 

MVF BRANCHES

A c

q
A

£33.20

MVF CODE 50552

SAVE 
OVER
20%

Electric 
chainsaw 

chain 
sharpener 

85 watt

Complete with grinding 
wheel, adjustable chain 
guide, bench mounting holes

Normal price £41.50

MVMVMVF F F CoCoCodededeMVMVMVFFF CoCoCodedede DeDeDescscscriptionDeeescscscririript SiSiS ze Price
11071 2725

ChaChaCC insinsinsinsaw awwaw a oiloiloil

1L1L1L £2.75

1071072732732732 3 5L £11.50

10777274274274274745555 20L £39.40

107107272272272272272272299999 BioBioBBiBiBiBi chchchchhchchainaiainaiaaa saw oil 5L £17.90

£33 2

Offers are for January or whilst stocks last.

£24.19

MVF CODE 1005602

GREAT
PRICE

Stihl 
combi can

Twin canister for 
5ltr fuel and 3ltr 

chain oil.

Includes two holders 
for storing tools and 
accommodating the 
fi lling system (tool 
and fi lling system not 
included). 
Transparent, black 
spout with cap.

d t h ld

FARMING
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Dynamic bib and 
brace. Design C 

MVF CODES 1072988, 1014703–4

£120.23

Chainsaw boots - rubber  

MVF CODES 1014707–11

£62.90

Rough tread, self cleaning, non slip rubber 
profi le soles, rubber body with tie. Refl ective 
band. Protection according to EN 17249, 
Protection Class 3 & EN20345.

Chainsaw gloves with 
cut protection 

MVF CODES 1014715-18

£22.48

Full grain leather and textile, lined. Suitable 
for forestry work.
Available in sizes S-XL

VF

£

S-XL

Economy Plus chainsaw 
trousers 

MVF CODES 1014755-9, 1014761-2

£61.98

Chainsaw protection 
to EN 381-5, Class 1. 
Elasticated waistband 
with buttons for braces. 
Includes hip pockets, 
folding rule pocket and 
2 side pockets.

Safety helmet 

MVF CODE 1077467

£36.98

Adjustable ear and face protection.  
Lightweight metal mesh visor system. Vents 
on the top part of the crest, high noise 
protection  and anti dazzle peak. Protection 
according to EN252, EN297, EN1731.

Cut protection seatless 
trousers. Design C

MVF CODES 1014764-5

£80.86

All round protection 
seatless trousers. Class 
1. Joined together in 
the fl y area to comply 
with EN 381-5. 50% 
cotton, 50% nylon, zip 
fastener, without belt.

met 

A
se
1
th
w
c
fa

Safety should always be a priority when working 
with power tools. This should begin with using 
the correct working methods whilst using 
high quality equipment and the appropriate 
protective safety clothing.

Did you know that a chainsaw chain travels 
at approximately 25 metres per second when 
moving? Imagine what it could do if you are 
unfortunate enough to suffer an accident.

The protective equipment items below are the 
minimum recommendation chainsaw users 
should consider. Make sure you check what 
should be worn with equipment you are using. 

Nothing can ensure 100% protection against 
cutting from a handheld chainsaw but for your 
own sake, any protective clothing is better than 
none at all.

Safety footwear and clothing for chainsaw users

Available in 
sizes 5½-13

no vat

no vat

Knee areas preformed and 
double reinforced. 

Trousers front made of tough 
Beaver Extreme. 

Additionally reinforced with 
breathable, waterproof and 
thorn-resistant material.  
Class 1 chainsaw protection 
to EN 381-5.
Available in sizes S-XL. 

If you’re planning some hedging, chainsaw equipment is available from MVF

We stock a selected range of sizes. If you know what size you want, call your local branch to see if it is available. If not, we can order it for you.

Safety is paramount, please ensure you have the right protection.

Chainsawing equipment

Protects your 
head, ears and 
face from engine 
noise and fl ying 
debris.  

Available in sizes from 
waist 31.5” leg 28” to 
waist 42.5” leg 32.5” 

Available in sizes 
S-M
L-XL
XXL

All prices exclude vat where applicable

FARMING
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I have now started my third and fi nal work placement on the FFA 
with poultry farmer, Simon Barton. Simon, along with his wife Karen 
and manager Harry, run two broiler farms near Bridgwater supplying 
supermarkets throughout the country.

Approximately 140,000 chicks arrive within 48 hours of hatching 
and are placed between seven sheds. The health and welfare of the 
chickens takes the forefront on the farms. The birds are monitored 
throughout the day and strict records are kept for temperature, lighting, 
humidity, liveweight and food and water consumption. Even the smallest 
irregularities could mean big problems so it is very important to be able to 
notice these changes and act promptly. 

Claire 
Flower 
reports

Future Farming Academy

Throughout their lifetime the chickens are fed up to fi ve different rations 
as they grow, mainly consisting of wheat, maize, soya meal and soya oil. 
Depending on supermarket requirements they leave the farm between 
41-49 days weighing around 2.5kg. Once the sheds are empty specialist 
contractors swiftly arrive on site to thoroughly clean and disinfect before 
bedding is put down and the new birds arrive the following week.

In the morning my time is spent walking the sheds and inspecting the 
birds as well as checking feed and water supplies, data recording and 
maintenance. In the afternoon I have been helping with roofi ng repairs, 
although the weather has not always been on our side!

As well as working on the poultry farm I am still very much enjoying my 
time with Ed Green working on his beef farm near Shepton Mallet. Ed 
does a lot in the farming community such as being a member of Meat 
South West where he helped to bring about the Protected Geographical 
Indicator (PGI) status for West Country Beef and Lamb. He is also part of 
the Nuffi eld Farming Scholarship Trust and a board member of EBLEX. He 
invited me along to the EBLEX annual conference where I had the chance 
to listen to six excellent presentations. The underlying theme of the day 
was to ensure that market volatility did not create business instability. In 
order to achieve this you have to smooth out the bad times with the good 
and make sure that costs remain as low as possible.

Day old chicks at Simon Barton’s farm

Moleenergy will be attending the Energy Now Expo 2015, farming’s 
leading renewable technologies event. The Expo is a comprehensive 
renewable industry show, covering the latest technologies and services 
available to farmers. It includes a conference covering topics such as: 

• Fuel savings through alternative energy solutions. 

• How farmers and landowners can earn extra income by 
supplying renewable energy to the national grid. 

• The opportunity to debate on any renewable energy issue 
with other farmers and landowners. 

• Enabling access to practical workshops on each energy type.
You can hear from key people within the industry, speaking on the 
opportunities available and how to make them work for you. 

MVF director, Steve Edmunds, Green Energy Farmer of the Year 2012 will 
be delivering “How does biomass compare to other renewable energy 
options”.

More news from Moleenergy on page 25 and in diary dates, page 40.

moleenergy attend the 
Energy Now Expo!

ENERGY NOW  expo 2015 
11-12 February - Telford 

Farming’s renewable technologies event

For full details including admission charges at energynowexpo.co.uk

Orpington large chicken house FREE
Delivery & 

installation*

Call Mole Valley Plus on 01769 576201

The British Hen Welfare Trust
The British Hen Welfare Trust homes ex laying 
hens which they have saved from slaughter. If 
you are interested in giving a home to some 
of these hens, then please contact the Trust at 
Hen Central on 01884 860084. There are hen 
collection sites throughout the country.

bhwt.org.uk

FARMING

For  January we are again offering you free 
of charge *delivery and installation of the 
Orpington chicken house within Dorset, 
Devon, Somerset and Cornwall. 

The house starts at 8ft x 12ft which is suitable for 100 birds and can 
be extended to cater for more birds if needed. 

These houses are 
built to the highest 
specifi cation and 
are designed to give 
your fl ock the best 
standards of living 
and at the same 
time will make life 
much easier for 
you throughout the 
winter.
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Farmyard Manure
50L

MVF CODE 60274

BUY 2 
GET 3RD
FREE

£4.99

Sutton Seeds

MVF CODES Various

BUY 1 
GET 1 
FREE

Seed 
Potatoes

3kg

MVF CODES 23633-55, 
27291-2,40903

BUY 2 
FOR £6

£3.49

Grow your own potatoes! Wide 
range of varieties available. 

Snow shovel

MVF CODE 53718

SAVE 
£2

£11.98

Normal price 
£13.98

Complete with wooden handle. Ideal for 
removing snow from drives and paths.

Bahco Bow SawTWO 
FREE 

BLADES

Comes with two free wet wood blades worth over £6.40 each. 
Lightweight, heavy duty for all round use. Easy blade tensioning 
and changing.  Complete with dry cut blade.  21” and 24”.

If the weather is good, wrap up 
warm and head out for some 
tidying up. Sweep leaves, scoop 
up mud and dirt.

Product Code Price Free blade

21” 2046 £14.88 10079

24” 03909 £15.48 10080

Yard 
broom

MVF CODE 1073841

SAVE 
15%

£9.63

Ideal for spring 
clean up and 
other uses. 13”.

Normal price 
£11.34

4 pronged 
manure 

fork

MVF CODE 8042

SAVE 
OVER 
20%

£17.40

Ideal for handling 
manure and for 
many other uses. 
4ft handle.
Available while 
stocks last. 

Cheapest item free

Gardening in January

Make sure you see what’s on offer in our 
January sale as you may be able to bag 

yourself a garden bargain!

Grow your own 
vegetables! 

Wide range of 
seeds available.

Produce higher crop yields and abundant blooms 
with a great source of organic matter!

Have a snow 
shovel handy... 
just in case! 

January is not a time when you want to be outdoors too much. So 
instead, gardeners sit down with planning books, garden designs and 
decide what they might look to grow for a change or challenge this year.

This month we have Suttons Seeds 
on offer, so it’s a good time to buy. 
You can grow onion seed, celeriac or 
celery in a heated propagator. Herbs 
and salad leaves can of course be 
grown all year round on the window 
sill. 

All prices include VAT where applicable. Offers whilst stocks last

DonÊt forget to clean pots, give the greenhouse a spruce up 
and look forward to whatÊs to come in the next few months.

In mild areas, broad beans will be alright planted in pots and 
kept in a cold frame or unheated greenhouse.

For early crops, plant lettuces, summer brassicas such as 
caulifl owers and cabbages, spinach, salad onions and 
turnips. You can buy potting composts, seed trays and 
propagators from MVF. 

Normal price 
£21.84
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Product MVF Codes Offer
Normal 

price each

Face cloth
1083071 
1083079 
1083075

3 for £2 84p

Hand towel
1083072 
1083080 
1083076

2 for £6 £3.60

Bath towel
1083073 
1083081 
1083077

2 for 
£12

£7.20

Bath sheet
1083074 
1083082 
1083078

2 for 
£20

£12.00

GREAT
OFFER

Catherine Lansfi eld 
New Egyptian 
towels

Available in black, chocolate or red

Product Codes Offer
Normal 

price each

Hand 
towel

1083116
1083110
1083113
1083107
1083101
1083104

2 for £8 £4.80

Bath towel

1083117
1083111
1083114
1083108
1083102
1083105

2 for £16 £9.60

Bath sheet

1083118
1083112
1083115
1083103
1083106
1083109

2 for £24 £14.40

GREAT
OFFER

Catherine Lansfi eld 
Kelso or Stag design towels
Available in navy, mulberry or grey

Catherine Lansfi eld Home 
fl annelette sheets

MVF CODES 64915 24/

FREE 
PILLOWCASES 

Get a free pair of pillowcases worth £6.96 
when you purchase any Catherine Lansfi eld 

Home, 100% cotton fl annelette bedding. 
Available in white or cream. 

Available in single, double or king size,
(fi tted or fl at)

Catherine Lansfi eld products are available at South Molton, Holsworthy, St Columb 
and Frome branches or online at www.molevalleyfarmers.com

All prices on this page include VAT where applicable and offers are for January or whilst stocks last.

January offers

SAVE 
£2/kg

£5.50/kg

MVF CODE 40026W

Lye Cross Farm 
Farmhouse 
mature 
cheddar

Saving applies when 
you buy the large 
pack. Normal price 
£7.50/kg

Pack size approximately 2.5kg

3 for 
£5

MVF CODES 1077548-51

Sheppy’s cider
500ml

£1.92/bottle

Oak Matured 
Vintage 
Reserve, 

Dabinett 
Apple, 

Kingston 
Black or 

Taylors Gold

O

ONLY £7
Fairy Original 5L
washing up liquid 

Offer only valid when 
voucher is presented at 
a Mole Valley Farmers 
Branch. Offer only valid 
when purchasing Fairy 
Original 5L washing up 
liquid. Only one voucher 
per transaction. Only one 
voucher per customer may 
be redeemed. No cash 
alternative. Offer valid 
while stocks last. 
No photocopies 
accepted.
Price inc VAT.
MVF CODE 1086908
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• 1tbs. rapeseed oil

• 6 pork sausages (preferably 
with a meat content over 
75%)

• 50g pork belly (chopped 
into 1cm cubes)

• A small knob of butter

• 1 red onion (diced)

• Heat oven to 200°C/GM 6. Heat half the oil in a large 
casserole dish on the hob. Add the sausages and pork belly 
and cook until brown all over. Reduce the heat on the hob to 
simmer.

• Remove the sausages from the pan and chop into three 
chunks each then return them to the pan. Add the butter and 
onion, cover with the lid and sauté for 5 minutes. Then add 
the carrots, replace the lid and sauté for a further 3 minutes.

• Stir in the tomato purée and mix thoroughly. Add the beans, 
chopped tomatoes and stock and bring to the boil. Cover with 
the lid, remove from the hob and place in the oven. Reduce 
the heat on the oven to 170°C/GM 3 and cook for 20 minutes.

• Roughly chop the rosemary and cover with the remainder 
of the oil. Add to the casserole then return to the oven for a 
further 10 minutes.

Sausage and bean casserole
Serves: 2-3
Approximate time: 1 hour

Ingredients:
• 2 carrots (chopped into 

large chunks)

• 1 tbs. tomato puree 

• 1 tin of cannellini beans (or 
chickpeas)

• 1 tin of chopped tomatoes

• 200ml vegetable stock

• 1 sprig of fresh rosemary

Method:

SAVE 
£1/pack

£3.20

MVF CODE 18675

Westaways 
traditional pork 
sausages

Normal price £4.20

Pack of 16

2 for 
£9.90

MVF CODES 61138/9, 50994, 63685, 1072220

Stowells Wine
75cl

£5.94/bottle

Chardonnay, Chenin 
Blanc, Merlot, Rose 
Merlot, Tempranillo

3 for 
£6

MVF CODES 42615-6, 1078607, 1084329

Skinners Brewery 
Beers 500ml

£2.40/bottle

Betty Stogs, 
Cornish 
Knocker, Ginger 
Tosser, River 
Cottage EPA

All prices on this page include VAT where applicable and offers are for January or whilst stocks last.3
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SAVE
over

25%

Purchase 
together 
and save 
over 25%!

 New Holland T8040 tractor

MVF CODE 59536

Manitou MLT633 telehandler

MVF CODE 55544

£18.86
£24.28

 John Deere 7930 tractor

MVF CODE 45143

SAVE
30%

£20.29

 Male bale wrapper

MVF CODE 59696

Banshee archery set
plus spare arrows, paper target 
faces, face pins and foam target

MVF CODES 1085818-21/23

£67.14

£14.70

normal price 
£34.68

normal price 
£26.94

J h D

normal price 
£28.98

normal price 
£21.00

normal price 
£89.94

Tomcat archery set

MVF CODES 1085818-22

SAVE
over

25%

£89.94

plus spare arrows, paper target faces, face 
pins and foam target

Purchase together and save over 25%

normal price 
£119.94

January Sale!

This January why not visit your local branch and take 
advantage of some fantastic prices on our clothing 

and footwear ranges, including leading brands such 
as, Aigle, Barbour, Joules, Brakeburn, Horseware, 

Lazy Jacks, Jack Murphy, Regatta and Toggi?

Bruder toys

All prices on this page include VAT where applicable and offers are for January or whilst stocks last.
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Horse tales
A CHALLENGE TO SHOP FOR A YEAR AT MOLE VALLEY FARMERS!

A friend recently challenged me; 
“Whenever I ask you about where 
to get something for my horse, you 
always answer ‘Mole Valley’”.
After a moment of refl ection I replied “I 
suppose I do”. She instantly replied “I bet you 
couldn’t buy everything you needed for your 
horse in a whole year”, and there we go, the 
challenge was set.

I suppose you could say I’m patriotic to Mole 
Valley Farmers. It was where I had my fi rst 
full time job after leaving university with a BSc 
(Hons) in Equine Science. I wasn’t sure what 
to do career wise and knew freelance riding 
lessons weren’t going to pay the bills of the 
new house I had proudly bought (it was in the 
days when fi rst houses were affordable!). I had 
a farming background and was an active young 
farmer, so when a job came up in the shop at 
Holsworthy, I thought, “well, why not?”

I soon discovered that Mole Valley was not just 
an individual shop in our local market town, 
but it was part of a large agricultural merchants 
business with other stores, feed mills, and so 
much more.

It was an exciting time, as Mole Valley Farmers 
was growing at quite a rate. They sent me 
to Bicton College where I gained my SQP 
certifi cation, enabling me to advise and sell PML 
animal wormers and medicines. I went on to 
work in the Farm Sales offi ce, although I never 
lost my equine customers, who would seek 
me out to ask about items of tack, what type 
of feed their horse should be fed, and I was 
very much involved with running the equine 
information talks and demonstrations. 

I loved working for Mole Valley, It was very much 
my life and I think I still would be there today if 
it wasn’t for foot and mouth. That was a time of 
uncertainty and by that time I’d met my husband 
who was also in agriculture – well Mole Valley 
actually! (Just to clarify, Mole Valley Farmers has 
many avenues but isn’t a dating agency!). 

We were in the heart of the foot and mouth 
epidemic and with home responsibilities we 
agreed it would be best if I worked outside 
agriculture so as not to have both our income 
eggs in one basket. I went to work for central 
government, but it wasn’t the same. Even now 
when I see customers in Mole Valley, I can 
remember their membership numbers and whilst 
queuing up if someone asks for a product, I can 
hear myself reciting the code numbers in my 
head.

But back to the challenge! Can I buy everything 
required to keep an established horse and rider 
partnership, competing at riding club level for 
a whole year? To non-horsey people ‘Riding 
Club Level’  means we have a go at everything; 
dressage, show jumping, cross country and 
hunting as a sort of a fun, but competitive hobby, 
where sometimes real work gets in the way!

I started writing down everything I thought I 
might need to buy in a year (note to self, hide 
this list from husband...). There are a few things 
that obviously can’t be done like shoeing, dentist, 
physio and vet visits, but I will be interested to 
see what this year also highlights, or not!

I have four equines, two Dartmoor’s out on 
loan, as although they have outgrown them, 
the children can’t bear the thought of actually 
selling them and yes, there might be a bit 
of me included in this decision. An ex-racer 
thoroughbred, once owned by a premiership 
footballer no less, who I’m in the process of 
retraining, although she is rather accident prone, 
especially in the fi eld, then there is a dear 13.2hh 
New Forest, who is meant to be for the children 

by Katie Allin

Katie, riding what is 
meant to be her son’s 

New Forest pony ‘Cherry’ 
but she’s rather taken to 

pony dressage and he 
might not get her back!

but I’ve got rather attached to it and having 
quite a bit of fun on and, being gravitationally 
challenged - aka short, means I can ride the 
children’s ponies when they are at school 
during the winter months.

Then there’s Nutmeg, Nutmeg, who is a 
miniature pony that isn’t actually ours, she 
belongs to the farm shop lady up the lane, but 
my 7 year old daughter has rather taken to 
her, more about them next month! Now none 

of the above is actually about what I’ve bought 
from Mole Valley Farmers, as I don’t start the 
challenge until New Year’s Day and this is by 
way of an instruction, but I hope this gives a 
background to who I am and my relationship to 
Mole Valley Farmers and hope you enjoy reading 
how the ‘Can I buy everything for my horse from 
Mole Valley in one year Challenge’ goes, with a 
few little fun family tales along the way!

Nutmeg playing Ludo with the children after her walk in the woods.They said she was cold! 

Ruby, the accident prone 
thoroughbred, in the process of 
being retrained from a racehorse 
but preferring life of a bullock!
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SMALL ADS

For Sale
Livestock
Ped Limousin bulls, 18-24 mths. Where 
rumps are trumps. Lepto & BVD vac. 
John Robinson  01363 866310
Holstein service age bulls. Oakroyal 
Holsteins. Dennis Smith.  
Exeter.  07870 645978
Selection of homebred ped Aberdeen 
Angus bulls, enquiries welcome.  
 07970 979819 / 01963 31771
Holstein Friesian service age bulls from 
the Sherdon Herd, Jerry Palmer. 
  01363 83780
Ped Charolais bulls, 19-20 mths old, easy 
calving strain, breeder, ped bulling heifer 
18mths. Taunton.   
 01823 430764 / 07740 087552
Cornbel ped polled Herefords, bulls up 
2½ yrs, sire Bosa One Mr Bean, closed 
herd, HiHealth scheme, nr Illminster.  
 01823 480321 / 07917 583637
Starline ped Simmentals. Bulls ready to 
work. Very good conformation. Member 
of HiHealth scheme. Accredited for BVD 
& Johne's.  T.N.R.H. Widdicombe.  
 01803 732277
Woodington ped Angus. Quality young 
bulls, bred for easy calving & fast growth. 
Biobest, HiHealth, vac BVD. Closed herd 
over 20yrs. Mid Devon.  01884 860606
Regd ped Beef Shorthorn bulls, quiet, 
ex conformation, easy calving strain 
especially on heifers, fully warranted. 
Wiveliscombe.  01984 623218
Ped regd Hereford bulls good selection of 
various ages. Recorded for all schemes, 
FABBL & Freedom Foods certified. 
Females usually available. 01460 234394
Ped Limousin bulls, Lepto & BVD vac.   
 01460 52317
Jersey heifer calves, pedigree.  
  07977 154757 / 01769 540274
Ped Red Ruby Devon bulls & heifers, top 
bloodline.  01271 867285
Nealford Limousins, quality young bulls. 
High EBVs, Lepto & BVD vacc. SAC 
healthplan. Also selection of ped females. 
JH Neale. 01566 772919 /  07929 662074
Stabiliser & Gelbvieh bulls in health 
scheme, very well grown & quiet. Also 
heifers.  01392 434056
British Blue quality recorded bulls, from 
the Coldridge Herd.  
 01363 83807 / 07790 386309
Fleckvieh stock bulls out of high quality 
dams by top German sires. Call Tom 
Voizey. 07967 816675
Killerton Limousin ped bulls, 16-25 mths 
old, + 5yrs old stock bull all, quiet, good 
EBV’s, easy calving. In cattle health 
scheme. Lepto & BVD vacc, semen 
tested. Patrick Greed. Exeter. 
  01392 841228 / 07850 952983
Pure bred poll Dorset hoggets ewe lambs 
from ped stock, also poll Dorset ram 
lambs, born October 2013, Witheridge.  
 01884 861198
Rull Aberdeen Angus, young bulls 
ready to work, well fleshed, member of 
SAC Health Scheme, BVD & Johne's 
accredited. Cullompton.  01884 34981
Westwilmer ped Ab Angus, selection of 
bulls & females, good conformation, very 
quiet. Breedplan recorded, FABBL, Herd 
Health scheme. Porlock. Somerset.  
  01643 862524
Oakside Fish Farm, Newquay, registered 
CEFFAS, health checked coarse fish. 
Carp, Bream, Tench & Crucian. For  info, 
tel: Brian  07773 224243
Year old laying hens, Hyline breed, 
collection from Hemyock after Christmas 
£1.50 ea.  01823 602711

Grimme shape former. Grimme destoner 
1500. Variant 1700 harvester with picking 
off table. Reekie bed tiller with ridgers. 
Konnings potato planter. Irrigation reels, 
pipes & pumps. All in good condition. 
Exeter.  01392 841228 / 07850 952983
6x4 quad bike sheep trailer with partition, 
good condition, £475 + VAT.   
 01271 864272 / 07977 284037
Merlo telescopic handler, 1996, 28.7 EVT, 
£6500 ono.   01548 521278
Refurbished bulk milk tanks for sale 
30000ltr Fabdec outdoor / indoor, 
21000ltr Fullwood Packo inst. cooling 
2004, 10000ltr outdoor silo, 10000ltr 
Fabdec, 8000ltr Fabdec + ice builder, 
8000ltr GEA  Jappy, 6000ltr Mueller, 
5000ltr Fabdec, 5000ltr Mueller+new 
wash/cooling controller, 4000ltr Roka, 
4000ltr Delaval + almost new Mueller 
Washer, 3800ltr Packo Fullwood RMIB, 
3800ltr Vaccar, 3200ltr Packo Fullwood 
open top, 3000ltr Mueller, 2500ltr Manus 
/ Delaval, 2200ltr Packo Fullwood RMIB,  
Kristal KGI500 (1/2 Ton of Ice) ice builder, 
complete with total energy management 
system for up to 7000ltrs every other 
day, main dealer for new Ro-ka milk 
cooling systems.  For further details www.
southwestrefrigeration.co.uk or please 
call S.W Refrigeration specialising in “On 
farm cooling equipment.”   
 01392 210344 or Paul on 07974 140949 
Hardy Master 1000 sprayer, 12m, quick 
hitch, hyd lift & fold, electric controls, self-
fill, chemical hopper, hand wash, bout 
marker, POA.  01884 860576
McConnel PA34 hedge trimmer, 4’6” or 
1m 37 cutterhead, cable controls, all gwo, 
£2900 ono. Barnstaple.   
 01271 850826 / 07968 372241
Parmiter post banger £450. Claas liner 
780 rake, hyd fold / width, lights, £2900.  
 01805 601490
Single cylinder lister/petter diesel engine 
power pack c/w hydraulic pump + oil 
tank altenator, battery, fitted on trailer 
at present would suit bale wrapper. Nr 
Cullompton.  
 07974 131901 / 01884 266302
Billy Goat 4 wheel self-propelled leaf 
vacuum with Briggs & Stratton 5.5hp 4 
stroke engine. Efficient leaf sweeper for 
large areas £375. Pasquali XB40 2 wheel 
tractor with flail mower & earth leveller 
attachments £1550. Langport area.  
 01458 252246
2005 Subura Forester Estate 2.0 XE 5 Dr, 
71000 miles, MoT 19 April 2015, Tax 28 
Feb 2015, petrol, full black leather, vgc 
£6250.  01404 815294
Breaking David Brown tractors most parts 
available.  01934 750807
5T grain trailer with monocoque body 
complete with grain shute. 4T tipping 
trailer v.nice, 6x4 stock link box galvanised 
complete with back gate.  
  01769 550623 / 07770 782238
Logic snacker feeder, 3yrs old, electric 
control & cover, very gd cond. Only for 
sale due to new one bought. £1000+VAT.  
 01288 341622 / 07785 937675
Jeep Cherokee Sport 2.4, petrol, MoT 
Aug 15, new exhaust, 2 new tyres, exc 
cond. Bridgwater.  07799 898141
Shelbourne Reynolds 12 – 40 fertispread, 
trailed, hydraulically driven 2T spreader 
suitable for fertilizer, lime & salt. Good 
condition. £1100 + VAT. North Molton.  
 01769 572235
West 1600 dual spreader 2007 with 16” 
extensions, in gwo £5500 +VAT ono 
Honiton area.  07771 662396
John Deere Gator - 2011 diesel 854cc. 
Good condition. £8500ono. Dulverton 
area.  07933 716652
MF35, new engine, new tyres, resprayed 
£1950, no VAT.  01395 597367
Twose 2m sheargrab, working order, 
£350.  01984 629101 / 07794 919381

Winter kit. Front, rear or loader mounted 
snow ploughs from £255. Salt/fert/
seed spinners, available with salt kit & 
deflector. Trailed or 3pt linkage mtd. From 
£340.  www.cowlingagri.com  
  01458 250978 / 07813 847128
A/matic Kia Shuma 11 LX auto, 1800 cc 
petrol, 5 door h/back, (52) gen 56kmiles 
MoT June 15. V tidy good running order 
£600 ono.  01823 680686 / 07707 040698
Land Rover Freelander Commercial TD4 
swb, 03 reg, MoT. Silver, £1800 +VAT.  
 07785 287312
International 885XL, 2wd, 1985, Quicke 
3260 loader, 3rd service, tidy tractor, 
good starter, very reliable. £4250 + VAT.  
Cornwall.  01637 880289
Hedge trimmer suit small tractor/compact, 
as new 4’ cover bar.  01271 850342
Herron dump trailers, low loaders, 
Redrock diet feeders, sheargrabs etc.  
Call Brian Anning.  07779 143439
Spread a bale straw spreader. Bolt on 
Manitou brackets fitted. Owned from new, 
vgc. Change of policy reason for sale. 
£4500 + VAT ono. Newton Abbot.  
 07970 973575
RMH 18 cube twin tub mixer wagon. 
Either side or rear feed out doors. 
Excellent cond & used daily. £8500 + VAT 
ono. Newton Abbot.  07970 973575
Keenan 140, only 1 seasons use after 
complete refurbishment £6700. Marshall 
8.5m dung spreader £1850, Teagle 4040 
straw chopper little use £2800. Truro.   
 07967 023675
New 40hp Landlegend tractor with 4in1 
loader. 4x4. Easily lifts large silage bales. 
Choice of turf, agri, wide agri tyres. Only 
£9100 + VAT. Huge selection of new & 
used tractors in stock. Complete range of 
machinery.  www.cowlingagri.com  
  01458 250978 / 07813 847128
Takeuchi TB125 mini digger, 2002, 
4792hrs, quick hitch, 4 buckets, good 
rubber tracks, piped for breaker, in good 
cond, gwo, £9750 + VAT.  01884 266841
Ifor Williams canopy for ’03 Ford Ranger 
double cab £200. Mid Devon.  
  07918 742867
New Moulton galv yard scraper, very 
well made, 50mm moulded rubber blade, 
strongest on the market,  £650 + VAT 
Taunton.  01823 429431

John Deere 3040 4wd. Used daily as a 
mixer wagon tractor. Tyres good & an 
air seat fitted. £6350 ono + VAT Newton 
Abbot.  07970 973575
Kubota compact tractor. Manoevreable, 
reliable, handy little tractor. 19hp, 4x4, 
£3650 + VAT. 
  07813 847128 / 01458 250978 
Workshop operators & parts manuals for 
many tractors, balers, combines, mowers 
& other machines. All ages  & makes.    
 07831 256933
Quality new & used farm equipment & 
attachments from Moulton, Albutt, Quicke, 
Trenona, Chilton, Logic & others. For more 
info visit www.blackdownfarmservices.
co.uk or call Taunton:  01823 429431
KTM machinery tractor log splitters, 10T 
£445, 14T £595, 18T £745, 26T towable 
diesel log splitter £1995. Chain harrows 
from 4' to 20' trailed or mounted, 8" 
tractor mounted PTO driven wood chipper 
£1475. Tractor mounted pallet forks £220. 
Major saw bench, tractor mounted, PTO 
driven, £1365. Rosselli saw bench, 
tractor mounted, PTO driven, £1200. All 
prices are incl of VAT & free UK mainland 
delivery.  ktmmachinery@Hotmail.co.uk  
 www.ktmmachinery.co.uk 
 07968 183358 / 01409 259986
New hyd logsplitters. 10T ram force. Easy 
to operate. British built £485. Top quality 
PTO sawbenches £950. Available with 
titanium tipped blade.  
  www.cowlingagri.com.   
 01458 250978 / 07813 847128
Taarup Kverneland 622 forage harvester, 
oversized tyres, trailer hitch & new 
sharpening stone. Saltash. 07831 223880
Abbey 12.5 cube mixer wagon gd lining 
£1500. Ford 4100 tractor £2000  
 01409 211242 / 07837 876308
Stiga Arctic Steer ride-on mower, fully 
serviced. Cutting deck 1m, Briggs & 
Stratton 12.5hp engine. gwo, £1200 
Combe Martin area. 
 01271 883519 / 07532 263882

For Sale
Machinery

Leyland DAF 7.5T horse/stock lorry, MoT 
Sept 15, good cond. £3500 inc VAT.  
 01271 870108

Small Ads - January
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Thank you for advertising with Mole Valley Farmers 
please see below details regarding small ads. 

Tel: 01769 576243

Please note Mole Valley Farmers 
have more than 20,000 members, some of these are dealers & 
traders. If you wish to know whether advertisers are dealers or 

traders, please ask when making your enquiry.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS

We would like to remind members that when 
advertisements are placed in our "Small Ads" 
section it is they who are liable in law not to 

mis-represent any offering for sale, under the 
Business Advertisement Disclosure Order. 

Whilst every care is taken by MVF staff to ensure 
clarity of purpose, it is the responsibility of the 

advertiser not to infringe current legislation.
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Crash barriers, RSJ’s, sleepers, crossing 
timbers / telegraph poles.  01458 832976
Standard apple trees (cider, eating, 
cooking, juicing varieties) also plums, 
pears & damsons, & half standards.  
 01963 441101
AGA cookers, re-enameled any colour, 
oil, gas or 13amp electric, as new, fitted 
from £2600 no VAT, conversions to 
13amp electric, £1800 no VAT. Call Luke  
 07973 263242 / 01278 691490
Hot air balloon flights throughout 
Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset & 
Wiltshire. Family run business with over 
20yrs local flying experience. Number of 
launch locations + possibility of flying out 
of your own grounds. Flights for groups or 
individuals, 12mth open dated vouchers.  
 www.ballooning.co.uk 
 Call Aerosaurus Balloons  01404 823102
Fullwood direct to line parlour, 10 
Fullwood mark 2 meters, a Q 4 pump, 
bulk bin & auger system & 25 Super 
Comfort cubicles.  01985 844287  
Fast-growing trees & hedging for screens, 
windbreaks, game cover, coppicing, bank 
stabilisation, woodland regeneration & 
more. Producing growth of 6'-8' per year. 
Prices from £53 for 100 plants.  
 www.bowhayestrees.co.uk 
 01404 812229
104 x 100kg Quill (45gall) drum indoor 
pheasant/poultry feeders with trays & lids. 
90 x 15kg poultry tube feeders. Delivery 
possible. Nr A30 @ Whiddon Down. 
  Tel/Text Ben: 07812 048323 
4 Goodrich all terrain 16” tyres off a 
Navara, 70% & 90%, Offers.  
 01271 830415
2 Michelin Agribib 16.9.34 rear tractor 
tyres, 40% tread.  
 01398 331476 / 07710 884030
Gascoigne direct to line milking plant 
spares, clusters, stainless steel pipe 
vessels etc.  01769 520259
Fibreglass fish holding tanks, (black) c/w 
pumps filtration & fittings previously used 
at Tincleton Aquatic Centre. DT2 8QR. 5 
x 1.5m x 1m £250 ea. 5 x 1.5m x 1.5m 
£350 ea. £2500 ono for all 10 tanks.  
 01305 848391 / 07970 294714
Fabdec Darikool 3800ltr bulk tank - Ice 
Bank, 3 ph, 2 compressor units,  (can be 
seen working) £1500 ono.  07979 592691
Sheep feed fronts, approx 100', qty of 
mesh hurdles suitable for lambing pens, 
qty of wall gate feeders for round feed 
blocks.  01747 870140 / 07973 289480
Ifor Williams cattle & sheep box 12’ long, 
wheels on outside.   
 01823 432292 / 07977 543576
10' x 28' mobile home, good cond. 
Tiverton. £2400.  07545 279189
Trees: fruit, ornamental & hedging. 
Largest range of Westcountry apple 
varieties, also pears, plums, medlar, 
quince, nuts. Ornamentals suitable for 
small gardens through to parklands. 
Hedging & native trees for all types of 
farm & country schemes. Thornhayes 
Nursery, Cullompton. www.thornhayes-
nursery.co.uk 01884 266746
25 metal calf front gates, £22 each ono.  
 01752 892814
2 grain bins. Buyer to dismantle. 1- 22' 
diameter, 24' height, capacity 120T. 2- 18' 
diameter,18' height, capacity 55T, with 
air vents. Fan also supplied. Offers call 
Taunton.              01823 461233
5 pallets of rag slate £375 ono. Bideford.  
 07884 301310
Ifor Williams 3.5T twin axle plant 
trailer, vgc, stored under cover, £1500 
Chippenham.  07889 831525
Rayburn Royal O/F 22, white oil fired 
cooker / hot water. Burner serviced, buyer 
collects sensible offers  01237 441810
3 sheep round bale feeders £85 ea. 
Sheep scales £200. 10 calf pen fronts £8 
ea.  01822 880274

Bird scarers x 2 gas operated 1 with timer 
£50 for the pair.  
  01271 850826 / 07968 372241
12’x12’ wooden field shelters, with 
bitumen roof sheets & wooden skids, from 
£595 + VAT. Galv skids from £350 + VAT. 
Other sizes available on request.   
 www.countrysidefencing.com  
 01460 52709 / 07736 009565
AGA, 2 oven, cream classic old style, o/f 
(converted) in ex cond. £500.   
 01305 848391 / 07970 294714
4x Fisher galv wall mounted water troughs 
(14ltr) 7'6" diameter galv round feeder. 2x 
14'6'', 2-in-1 galv feed troughs & barriers. 
All exc cond, will sell separately, offers 
welcome.  01963 440421 / 07896 260868
Special sale, (going cheaply) half 
standard apple trees, dessert & culinary 
can deliver.  01963 441101
Rhododendrons £6+(bushy too), choice 
trees, shrubs & hedge 200 species. 
Rackenford.           goakey101@aol.com  
 07976 807510/01884 881633
Bulk Milk tanks for sale.  
 01392 210344 or Paul 07974 140949
Stocks dual wheels, 13.6R38,  4T Simms 
feed bin. 12T Roxell Feed bin & unloading 
auger and Link box. Umberleigh.   
 07968 131030
Rayburn Rembrandt canopied open fire  
£60.          01404 45648
Kverneland 300 XC Feed Box gwo  £1500  
Wellington. 07860 272673
12 Fullwood milk meters, Augermaster 
feeders, claws etc. Also Heatime system.  
 07773 293497
New stove lux 15kw with back boiler 
multifuel, £550.  01884 840274
Woodburner multi-fuel stove, air wash, 
4-5kw heat output. £150.  01398 332410
Brinsea multihatch mark11 incubator 
offers over £50.  01208 872372
Galvanised cake bin 20T good condition 
£1500 + VAT North Dorset 07947 581541
Ifor Williams twin axel flatbed 10'x5'6"  
trailer, sides, ladder rack, spare wheel, 
vgc. Extending ladder ridge crock & 
standoff. 01237 471657 / 07890 527470
Woodburners 1 small glass fronted Arrow 
5kw £250, 1 large glass fronted Saey 
10kw £225.  01288 321286
Cast aluminium house signs & plaques, 
manufactured locally for farms, houses, 
restaurants, hotels etc. Phone for 
catalogue visit www.dorothysfoundry.com  
 01823 672640
Cubicle bedding. Crush husk cubicle 
bedding, 6 – 8% moisture content, soft 
& absorbent, grain size 6mm to dust. 
Readily available all year round by walking 
floor lorry. For more information or a 
sample, email: sales@ag-products.co.uk, 
www.ag-products.co.uk  01565 722922
Ringworm treatment. McMillan 
Homeopathic cattle & sheep. Just add 
to drinking water. Also pneumonia, liver 
fluke, cell counts. orf, & lots of other 
treatments. Contact Shelley Pople for 
more info. 01278 723415 / 07977 122047
10’ Prattley mobile sheep handling yard, 
£5500 + VAT. S Devon.  07974 021401
Wydale 5 teat calf feeder  £75 +VAT.      
  07785 287312
20' livestock container, been used on bale 
trailer £650. Harrington sheep race & 
handling cradle £200.  01598 740355
Sheep handling equipment.  W M 
Ironworks. 10 – sheeted 10’ hurdles, 3 
– sliding 10’ hurdles, 1 – 10’ race with 
guillotine, 1 – draft / stop gate, 1 – 
10’ plastic footbath & race joiner. Good 
condition £1200 + VAT. North Molton.   
 01769 572235
British made plate racks & drying racks for 
all range of cookers inc Aga's, Rayburns, 
Stanleys, Heritage, Esse, Redfyre etc. 
Ideal Gift. www.plateracksanddryingracks.
co.uk    01823 672640

For Sale
Miscellaneous
Conservation nest boxes for barn & tawny 
owls, swallows & most wildbird species, 
boxes for dormice, squirrels, hedgehog 
houses. Insect hotels, butterfly habitats 
& beehives for solitary bees, bumblebees 
& honeybees. Wildlife guides & native 
wildflower seeds. Suppliers to major 
conservation organisations.  
www.wildlifeworld.co.uk   01666 505333
Static caravans, ideal self build, farm 
workers accomm., Extra living accomm.  
Prices to suit all budgets. In house 
transport. www.strandcaravans.co.uk 
email info@strandcaravans.co.uk     
 01823 672800 / 07970 906156
The static caravan specialists, ideal 
accommodation for farmworkers, hands 
& stable staff, even granny. We have 
over 40 caravans always in stock with 
immediate delivery, Visit our web site & 
come & view. All sizes & budgets to suit, 
inc some with double glazing & Central 
heating.    www.ianjamescaravans.co.uk 
 01278 780565  
Solid oak flooring, wide boards also 
suitable for underfloor central heating. 
Green oak framing available at 
competitive prices.  01392 434056

12 Hostein Freisian, February calving 
heifers & 12 Swedish red  cross Holstein 
Freisian Jan & Feb calving heifers all to a 
Hereford bull.   
 01837 851287 / 07964 459127
6 in calf heifers ( AA X & HX) calving to 
Angus bull Jan 2015, Nr Bath.   
 01761 470620 / 07443 031338
South Devon Bulls, Quiet temperament, 
ideal for crossing, selection available, 
ready to go. Barnstaple. 07980 816966
British Blue Bulls, top quality, sensibly 
priced, easy calving from Stoneleigh 
Herd. Haste.  
 01409 281230 / 07967 023680 / 683
Rodmead Aberdeen Angus bulls for sale 
Nr Warminster Wilts. Hi health status, 
performance recorded.  awn@farmline.
com / www.pedigreeangus.co.uk  
 01985 844689
Ped unregistered Devon bull 27mths old 
works well calves can be seen very quiet 
Milverton.  01823 400421
12 bulling heifers TB free from closed 
herd. Honiton.  07971 821086
In calf beef heifers, BB X, Sim X & Black 
Devon X, due spring to easy calving Lim 
bull.  07990 545667
Organic GOS weaners ready now & 
organic  Jacob 2tth ewes,  Braunton area, 
contact Dave  07977 121558
2 collie bitches, would make ideal pets.   
 07990 503126 / 07776 006895
Organic ewes in lamb, due beginning of 
April onwards.   01409 211236
Collie pups for sale great working strain 
lovely temperament.  01598 763558
Springer pups, B&W, 2 bitches £350, 3 
dogs £250, eves only.  01984 623093
Miniature Mediterranean donkeys. Show 
quality but also adorable pets for the 
family as well as for the holiday trade. 
More info www.highfield.eu/animals.  
 07963 646402
2½ yr old Devon bull, out-lying, been 
working, suitable for heifers.  
 01237 451438
Pedigree Aberdeen Angus bulling heifers, 
in calf heifers & cows. Traditional well 
fleshed stock. Taunton area. 
  01823 451619
Colhayne Aberdeen Angus bulls, modern 
easy calving strains, Breedplan recorded, 
very high EBVs, SAC premium health 
scheme. B.S & V. J Fry, Axminster.  
 01404 831103 / 07969 604287

Stockleigh ped, Beef Shorthorns, 
SAC HiHealth scheme, BVD, Lepto, 
IBR, Johne’s, young polled bulls. Call 
Anthony.  01363 866541 / 07764 354412
GOS weaners ready January.  
  01392 860921 / 07899 783489
Organic range reared pullets, Lohmann 
Brown, Silver Link, Redco, Rhode Rock, 
Blues, Barred Rock, U.L.Sussex & 
Cuckoo Maran all available at point of lay. 
Nr A30@Whiddon Down.  
 Tel/Text Ben 07812 048323
Organic day old chicks/table birds, 
Hubbard 575. 01647 61446
Ped Aberdeen Angus quality bulls & 
females. Easy calving; gd growth rate & 
conformation. Very quiet. Premium cattle 
health scheme. FABBL. Breedplan. TB 
free.Irwin Rowe, Bosullow Herd.  
 Zennorbells@yahoo.co.uk 
 01736 364070
Ped South Devon bulls, from prize winning 
Mells Park herd, all ages available, Call 
John. Somerset.  07894 037158
Fish for sale Carp, Koi, Golden Tench, 
Green Tench, Golden Orfe, Golden Rudd, 
Wels Catfish & other fish as well. Also 
water plants for sale. Please ring Zyg.  
  01409 221559
British/Belgian Blue pedigree bulls & 
heifers. Breeders of Genus' NewPole 
Easy & Semex's NewPole Chalky White. 
Coloured & white bulls available    
 www.newpole.co.uk 
 07885 721217 / 01823 673314 
British Blue X quality weaned calves, 
all reared to order on our FABBL regd 
farm, every attention is paid to rearing 
the calves in a healthy environment 
& liveweight gains are continuously 
monitored. Paul & Matt Berry.  
 01271 321584 / 07754 284160
Colhayne pedigree Angus, have females 
of all ages available, quiet, mainly by 
top AI sires, Breedplan recorded, SAC 
premium health scheme, Axminster.  
 01404 831103 / 07969 604287
Macchina Aberdeen Angus bulls. 
Closed herd in SAC HiHealth status, 
all cattle blood tested annually. 4 yearly 
TB testing area on the Isle of Wight. 
Terrific growth rates on home produced 
forage, still maintaining easy calving. 
All bulls veterinary inspected & semen 
tested before sale to ensure purchase 
with confidence. Only new blood lines 
imported into herd from semen & 
embryos. Delivered to your farm with 
own transport to keep health status. Ian 
McDowall.  01983 882881
Quality ped Limousin bulls, ready for 
work, excellent shape, easy calving strain, 
come & take your pick. Bridgwater.   
 01278 733256 / 07817 676744
Quality Carp, Tench, Bream & other 
coarse fish available, also fishery 
management services such as netting 
& electrofishing. Visit www.hbsfisheries.
co.uk for more info or call Richard on  
 07966 239436
Huntaway X Collie pups, ready mid 
December, good temp, working parents. 
  01278 671661
Problems with foxes? Your poultry or 
sheep would be protected from unwanted 
visits from foxes if you were using Alpacas 
as guard animals.  Minimum requirement  
to provide protection, a pair for £400 or 
better still a trio for £600.  Bridport area.
Further details  
  07739 382483 / 01308 488661
Tamworth pigs (4g 2b) 5+ mths, pedigree 
some registrable £40-60.  01626 832755
GOS & Berkshire X Weaners.  Honiton.
Call  07702 121234
Pedigree Aberdeen Angus bulls, 
traditional well fleshed type for easier 
calving. Taunton area.  01823 451619
Collie pups, both working parents with 
exc temps, ready now.  01647 252549

37
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MF135, 35, 65, T20, 148, 240, 165, 
550, 590,188 & 290+ all other older MF 
models + all makes/models of tractor.                           
 07860 423139 / 01462 743843
Arable land required for cereal growing  
10 mile radius Winkleigh/Chulmleigh. 
We offer competitive rents & can supply 
references. Call Russ.  07701 097824
Accommodation wanted to rent by 
professional couple within 10 miles 
of Barnstaple with small paddock & 
outbuildings. Please call  07737 478829
Retired Greyhound Trust are looking for 
homes for ex-racing greyhounds. They 
are fully inoculated, neutered & had teeth 
& health checks. If interested please call 
 01823 480835 / 07534 394666
Toyota Landcruisers 4.2 & Nissan Patrol 
with 4.2 diesel engines & petrols.   
 07860 423139 / 01462 743843
Good quality British Friesian or continental 
bull calves from TB restricted farms. 
Contact Stuart Webber.    07740 399138
Deer wanted, dead or alive, excellent 
price paid, willing to collect Robert 
Hawker.  07967 698153
Store cattle, cows & bulls, no pre 
movement test needed, over 12 months. 
Can take TB cattle, top prices paid.   
J Symons. 01805 603250 / 07801 650401
All models 4x4 pick-up single & dble 
cabs, good, bad or ugly. Also 2wd pick-
ups, petrols & diesels.                
 07860 423139 / 01462 743843
Cull cows, ewes & lambs taken. Also 
casualty cattle with certification for human 
consumption picked up. Prompt & good 
rates of pay.  07976 321686  
 01823 352228 / 01823 283576
Blades for Twose B3 chaff cutter (or 
whole machine)  01398 331808
Wanted any condition barn find  Lambretta 
/ Vespa scooters.  01409 253370
Nissan cabstar, Mazda vans, Toyota 
vans, petrol or diesel, with or without 
MoT.  07860 423139 / 01462 743843
Best cash prices paid for motorhomes & 
caravans. 01271 866333 / 07769 754968
Urgent, high cash price paid for Toyota 
Hi-lux pick-ups, petrols, 4 or 2 wd. Also 
Nissan D21 petrols, 4&2wd, any condition 
taken.  07860 423139
Top money paid for Vauxhall Brava’s, 
Isuzu Rodeos, Toyota Hilux, Nissan D21 
& D22, 4x4 or 2x4, any cond.                                                   
 07809 461389
Top prices paid for 4x4 & 4x2 petrol 
Toyota Hi-Lux pick-ups.            
 07860 423139
Person required 1st March for indoor 
lambing. Flexible days & hours. Near 
Barnstaple.  07815 180934
Experienced tractor driver with welding & 
general fabrication skills. Mid Devon.   
 01363 83795 / 07773 328514

Wanted

Services
Tarmac & concrete contractor. Domestic & 
commercial. www.jsmorrisgroundworks.
co.uk  01458 259593
Drainage & water mains, general 
groundworks, plant hire. 01458 259593 
 www.jsmorrisgroundworks.co.uk 
Groundworks, digger hire & general 
buildings, sheds, yards & barns.  
 www.jsmorrisgroundworks.co.uk  
 01458 259593
Cattle clipping, pre-sale or routine. 
Operating IAE belly clipping crush. 
Covering South West. Call Daniel.                             
 01837 811194 / 07866 514951
Rayburn, solid fuel model, Regent. Royale 
MF Supreme. Sales, repairs, restorations 
& new boilers, various colours in stock. 
For details call.  07792 755103
DJ Cox Contracting, for all your tarmac 
work, machine or hand ley, silo pits drives 
yards, tennis courts, free quotation.   
 01278 785911 / 07850 352902
Charlie & James Davey, professional 
cattle foot trimmers, covering the entire 
South West. Also freezebranding & 
scanning, very competitive rates. For 
more info including photos, videos & 
farmer reccommendations. visit our 
website www.cattlefootcare.co.uk   
 07811 111303 / 07790 289709
Cereals, oilseed & pulses. Dried, clean & 
stored. Bugs eradicated. Crops brought 
up to specification. No rejections. No 
outloading or weighbridge charges. 1 mile 
from A303, Yeovil area.   
 07932 657140 / 01458 223250
Swimming pool & hot tub construction, 
maintenance & repair. Hugh Gardner.   
 www.devonpoolservices.com    
 07929 960761 / 01884 820230 
AGA's & Rayburns cleaned & 
re-enamelled, worn tops a speciality. 
Solid fuel Rayburns always available. Oil 
& gas servicing available. 01392 841391

PTO powered water pump 2"-4".  
  07889 831525
Dutch hay barn. Also parts for International 
554 conventional baler.   
 01271 882267 / 07774 728020
Farm employee wanted skilled machinery 
operator, able to work on own & use 
initiative, able to manage a warehouse, 
shipping & stock, above average wage. 
Roborough.  01805 603363
Thwaites all drive 3 or 4T dumper, P/X 
MF35 4 cyl, also conventional rear 
discharge dungspreader. S. Molton.   
07887 593441
Calf-Tel kennels (singles & maxis) & 
wooden field shelters any size.   
07715 954285     
Relief milker reqd, Ilminster area, 
Somerset. Contact Antony 07850 090123
Grass keep with or without sheds.  
  01884 253847 / 07745 843925
Tractors & machinery from small farms. 
Rob Uren.  01548 521278   
Lambing & calving help wanted, mid 
March to end Apr, Exmoor hill farm.   
 01643 831238 / 07970 594808                              
South of France opportunity. Fancy a year 
in the sun? Gardener/handyman/builder 
required for newly acquired small holding 
near St Tropez. Must be honest, reliable, 
hard working & self motivated. Please call 
for details.               01271 328581 
Good opportunity available for part / full 
time position on a diversified mixed farm 
Exeter. 07971 270568
Store bullocks 6mths old upwards   
 07745 843925 / 01884 253847
WW2 jeep or similar. Rob Uren.   
 01548 521278
Store lambs top prices paid J Symons.   
 01805 603250 / 07801 650401

Big bale horse haylage, made June 
2014, good small bale hay made in June, 
Bampton area.  07889 302479
Spring barley straw. Best quality, made dry 
stored dry. £20 per tightly packed round 
bale. Any number available. Westbury 
Wilts.  01373 822152
Haylage, small bales, ex quality, June 
2013, small or large qty available.   
Jo  07970 289518 / 01934 713462
Traditional small bales of hay, good 
quality. Liskeard.   
 01579 342199 / 07971 564649
Rd bale spring barley, hay & wrapped 
silage. Frampton Cottrell.    07533 523868  
Big bale hay, wheat & barley straw, 
delivered to all areas. For the best prices 
call Ian Webber on:  07831 364644
Round / square bale haylage well-made 
2014, Chuirchinford. 01823 601282
Haylage, big bales made especially for 
horses. Various nutritional qualities. Pick 
up or delivery possible.   
South Devon. TQ7 2QF.      07970 773840
Small bale haylage. Perfect for sheep/
horses. £5 Tiverton or Exmoor collect.   
 01643 831480
Big round bale hay & silage. To be 
collected. 01271 850323
Wheat straw, mini Hesstons, 4 string, 
delivered in 72 bale loads or 40 bale 
loads, prices from £62 per tonne.   
 07767 656503
Organic, July, small & big round hay bales, 
round haylage, all suitable for horses. 
Upton-Bampton.  01398 331415
Barley & wheat straw + hay & silage in 
various bales, available at competitive 
price. Also fodder beet. Wadebridge. Call 
Alec: 07792 373202 / eves 01208 851786
30 round bale silage. £25ea 01278 671661
Hay & straw delivered, 90 small bale 
loads, Devon area, Crediton 01363 84595
Hay for sale 2014 good quality small 
square & round bales free local delivery in 
Barnstaple area. Call Adrian:  
  01271 850826 / 07968 372241
Small bale meadow hay cut July 2014 
£3.50 per bale can deliver locally 
Callington/ Tavistock.  01822 834800
Crop assured feed barley also large tight 
round bale haylage.  01598 740280
Good quality hay £3 per bale.  
  01626 361313
20 acres fodder beet for sale, from field or 
harvested per tonne. Newquay area.   
 07721 634605
Good quality round bale haylage 2014. 
£16 per bale. Loader available on site 
Kingsbridge area.   
 01548 856487 /  07708 099266
Whole barley. Contact Stuart.  
  07740 399138
Fodder beet. Wheat straw, big square 
bales. Can deliver locally. Bideford.  
  01237 451269
Good quality barn stored wheat / oat straw 
Wiveliscombe.  01984 623218
Small bale wheat combing straw, collect 
or deliver 100 bale loads. Taunton, 
Bridgwater, Langport area. 01823 490828
Fodder beet, ex farm or delivery can be 
arranged. Devon.  07774 750923
Top quality small bale hay made in June. 
Knowstone.  01884 881382
Crimp Corn for sale. Rock, North Cornwall. 
Poss local delivery. poa.  07817 414936
Straw & hay bought & sold in any size 
of bale or load. Also bedrap, bedmax & 
white  small flake shavings for sale at 
competitive prices.   
 01458 447833 / 07889 064294 
Hay - big square bale well made 2014 
Churchinford.  01823 601282
Cleaned fodder beat, stock feed potatoes 
quadrant bale haylage, quadrant bale 
wheat & oat straw. South Pertherton .  
  07885 732752

For Sale
Forage crops
Barley & wheat straw, all baled & delivered 
by us, please ring for a keen price on 
delivery throughout 2014, we may save 
you hundreds of pounds on your current 
suppliers mark up on bought in straw, 
baling & selling straw for 25yrs.    
Alexander Mckie                07836 547930
Top quality rolled barley & wheat supplied 
in dumpy bags & 20kg  bags. Ideal feed 
for cattle, sheep, pigs & poultry. Call 
Matthew at Avercombe.  
             01769 550908 / 07792 453706 
Excellent horse, sheep & calf hay & barley 
straw, traditional bales. Also square bale 
haylage.  07977 930045 / 01769 540405
Honest Ray’s small bale hay & straw. 
Excellent quality 40 bale loads, delivered 
free 10 miles radius Tiverton.   
 01884 855333 / 07710 137343
Fodder beet, clean & stone free available. 
Snell. Cullompton.   
 07850 856500 / 01884 266407
Small bale hay, round bale wheat & barley 
straw Newquay Cornwall.   
Contact Ben  01637 860314
Good quality small bale hay £3 per bale, 
Oakhill area.  01749 840200
Fodder beet for sale. Harvested. Small or 
large quantity. South Devon. TQ7 2QF.   
        07970 773840
Fodder beet good quality, delivery can be 
arranged. 07768 587702 / 07972 009786
Good quality square bale hay, contact 
Stuart  07740 399138
Good quality, new season, small bale 
hay, £3 - £3.50 per bale. Wellington. Can 
deliver.  07793 983531
This year’s large haylage round bales, 
buyer collects. Lynton. £17 per bale.    
 01598 753967
Superb meadow hay, baled July 2014, 
£3.50 per bale, will deliver. 01598 753967
Quadrant wheat straw, round & square 
bale haylage & silage, fodder beet, 
delivered, Tiverton.  07850 222929
Quality round bale haylage & small bale 
hay, meadow & ryegrass, cut & baled 
in dry conditions, between Tiverton & 
Cullompton.   
 01884 855292 / 07739 231233
Small bale barley straw, good quality.   
 01884 860019 / 07763 061085
Hay, straw, fodder beet & stock feed 
potatoes. Can be delivered. Illminster    
 07803 130358
Round baled haylage, hay & straw. Small 
baled hay & straw, del poss. Winkleigh.   
 01837 83381 / 07876 106057
Hay for sale. Good quality small & large 
bales nr Wellington.  01823 672341

Best quality Forage; hay & straw (barley, 
wheat, oat, rape) & haylage. Any size 
bale, delivery throughout the South West. 
competitive prices & reliable service. Hay 
wanted. M.R.Horn   01837 861443 /  
   07970 600800 / 01404 823333
Big bale hay, D4000 bales, June – May, ex 
quality, weed free.   
 01935 822794 / 07895 785445
Large quantity of fodder beet for sale. 
Exeter area contact Ian  07770 237460
Clean, stone free fodder beat for sale 
Kentisbeare area, phone David.  
  07702 500822 / 01884 266248
Small bale hay cut 2014 1000 bales £2500 
the lot buyer collects, Calstock.   
 01822 834800
Quality fodder beet Bridgwater.   
 07876 528064

Double glazed mobile homes, fully 
furnished. Instant accommodation.  
Call Catherine. 07841 070975
Quality poultry houses & pens.  All sizes, 
at reasonable prices & can deliver.    
 01460 242608 / 07854 128223
Timber pole barn 60’L x 15’W x 13’H (4x 
15’ bays). Full length box profile tin roof & 
back, timber cladding on the 2 end bays. 
Supplied & fitted in the South West only. 
Other sizes available upon request. Fully 
erected £5950 + VAT + delivery. All sizes 
also available in steel. Visit website for 
pictures. southwestpolebarns.com. Email: 
alexvenn@msn.com      
 07811 299343 / 01823 461817
Easy cow lift, £150. Holsworthy.   
 07980 782713
Cell grown trees & shrubs for hedge & 
woodland. Grown outside high on Exmoor 
for strong hardy trees,comp prices.  
www.exmoortrees.co.uk  07971 580057
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SMALL ADS

Mature Limousin bulls for hire. Ped &, 
quiet, BVD & Lepto vac, Robinson.  
 01363 866310
Skid steer loaders, from 44” to 66” wide, 
both with buckets & dung grabs. Also 
1.5T to 5T mini diggers, available with 
post hole auger & breaker/post banger. 
Self drive. Richard Smith. North Molton.  
 01598 740406 / 07970 914070
Cherry picker, 50’ reach, ideal for gutters, 
chimneys, painting, tree work etc.   
 07970 059622 / 01769 574096
Stump grinder, removes any size of 
stump, with or without operator.  
 07970 059622 / 01769 574096
8” tracked or wheeled wood chippers, 
diesel, with or without operator.  
 07970 059622 / 01769 574096
Ped Limousin & Angus bulls.   
 01460 52317
9T & 2T digger with operator. Competitive 
rates.          01823 669090 / 07813 600430
BBD Marquees – in widths of 3m / 6m 
/ 9m / 12m / 15m & lengths to suit. We 
supply high quality wedding but can cater 
for any occasion. Contact Rachael.   
 01805 804041 / 07719 587577
Log processing - up to 16'' diameter, cut & 
split. We travel to your yard or woodland, 
& can process up to 20 t/day. Devon & 
Somerset area. Chris  07725 029541
Operated skidsteer hire. 3' - 5' machines, 
with low profile cabs. Friendly & reliable 
service. Devon & Somerset area. Chris  
 07725 029541 

For Hire

To Let

All contracting work undertaken including 
slurry tanking, rear discharge spreaders, 
ploughing, drilling. Richard Jarrett. 
Tiverton. 07850 222929
Stillmans (Somerset) Ltd. Private killing 
& cutting service for beef, pork & lamb 
at local BRC & Red Tractor approved 
abattoir. Killed, hung, packed & labelled 
to your requirements at competitive 
prices. Contact Paul or Tracey.  
 01823 272661
J Penfold Tarmacing Contractors Ltd. 
Surfacing specialists in roads, drives, car 
parks, paths, farm lanes, tennis courts 
etc. Contractors for local authority. Free 
estimates, all work guaranteed.  
 01769 574853 / 07778 036925
Ultrasound scanning for pregnancy in 
sheep, cattle, pigs & alpacas.  Covering 
South West. Call Colin Ottery, competitive 
rates.   01884 38782 / 07773 440354
SJ Norman & Sons, will slaughter & 
provide butchery for home consumption, 
lambs £24, pigs £35, beef £200, as per 
your cutting instructions. We can also 
pack & label your cuts direct for your 
freezer.  email admin@sjnorman.demon.
co.uk  01308 422967
Freeze branding & concrete grooving. 
Covering Devon, Cornwall, Somerset & 
Dorset. Reliable worker at competitive 
rates call Tim. www.swfb.co.uk               
 01237 431713 / 07920 161438
Gary Heal Garden Services, grass cutting 
commercial & domestic.  01598 710458
Planning consultancy, all aspects of 
your planning dealt with including barn 
conversions, essential rural workers 
dwellings, change of use, permitted 
development, enforcement issues & 
agricultural buildings. XL Planning & 
Design Ltd. 01884 38662
Rotaseeding direct seeder, grass, kale, 
rapeseed, all done in one pass. New 
technique for seeding, enqs welcome.   
 01769 550443
Reduce your reseeding costs, slot seed 
with Aitchison drill or use the overseeder 
for all pastures with Kockling grassmaster, 
heavy duty machine. Also dry rolling 
grain. Minerals & mollasses can be 
added. Also crimping. Brian Dullam   
 01769 550443
Avalon Assessments Ltd. For all your City 
& Guilds NPTC land-based assessment 
needs. Forestry & Arboriculture, 
pesticides, machinery & livestock. 
 mt.clements@btconnect.com 
 www.avalonassessments.co.uk   
 01934 862288
Kernow Fires Ltd, specialists in 
woodburning stoves & green heating 
solutions based on Trenant Ind Est, 
Wadebridge PL30 3JE. Providing full 
installation with extensive showroom  for 
all budgets.  info@kernowfires.co.uk    
 01208 812527
Trailer-towing.com. Fully qualified driving 
instructor, 1 to 1 training, courses from 
£445 including test, also refresher 
courses, discounts available, tax 
deductible. Visit website or call for info.   
 07810 738331 / 0800 1120060
Sheep & cattle scanning (PD). Simon 
Cooper.   07974 120946 / 01837 851717
West Country boreholes, competitive 
prices for water boreholes, dowsing, 
pump & filtration supply, installation, after 
service & maintenance.   
 www.westcountryboreholes.com  
 01398 371441 / 07971 103906
Heat logs, collection ex Taunton area, 12 
logs per 10kg pack, £5/pack + VAT. Call 
Mike:  01823 681209 / 07860 899485
Richard Cory hoof trimming, NACFT 
regd, fully licenced cat1, competitive 
prices, fully insured, experienced hoof 
trimmer.  01271 850525 / 07538 350810
Vacuum packer service. Food machinery, 
spares/repairs/sales.  01884 266750

Exclusive Welsh barn in Brecon Beacons, 
sleeps 10, for weekends & holidays   
 www.maesyberllanbarn@gmail.com
Harlyn Bay near Padstow, comfortable 
3 bed holiday cottage. 500 yards from 
safe, sandy beach & coast path. Enclosed 
garden.  01271 850658
Riverside caravan & camping park, on 
the gateway to Exmoor, set in 70 acres of 
parkland, 4 star family park, open all year, 
3 specimen carp lakes, luxury statics.   
 www.exmoorriverside.co.uk 
   01769 579269
Accommodation wanted to rent by 
professional couple within 10 miles 
of Barnstaple with small paddock & 
outbuildings. Please call:  07737 478829
w w w . b l i n d w e l l b u n k h o u s e c o . u k  
accommodation for cyclists & walkers in 
Exmoor national park with stunning views 
of Devon. Includes drying room & secure 
lock up.  01598 740246
South Spain, Andalucia, 3 beds, 2 baths, 
large country villa, private pool, wonderful 
south facing views.   
 Email gilliancobley@icloud.com
3 bedroom agricultural tied bungalow to 
let, Lynton. Fully refurbished, garden etc. 
£750 pcm. Deposit reqd.  01598 753967
Building to let, 105' x 75' suitable for 
storage & possible other uses. Artic 
access, Winkleigh.  07971 086796
Small farmhouse/cottage, 4 bedrooms, 
outbuildings & large garden, rural setting 
on good road, 5miles from Bideford / 
Torrington.  07989 560005

Countryside Fencing Somerset Ltd, 
covering all SW, for all your fencing needs, 
prices from £2.79 per metre.   
 www.countrysidefencing.com   
 Ilminster 07736 009565
Freeze branding & concrete grooving. 
Very competitive rates. Call Martin Hares  
 01749 678685 / 07860 958157
On Tap Water Treatment (est 1988). 
Borehole, well & booster pumps, water 
softening (Ecowater premier dealer), 
pH/metals/nitrate treatment, sediment 
filtration, reverse osmosis, UV sterilisation 
& water quality testing. Supply, installation 
& service. www.on-tap.co.uk or adrian@
on-tap.co.uk  01458 274289
Dry grain rolling & can add molasses & 
minerals. Also crimping. 30 yrs service to 
MVF.  01769 550443
Miscanthus energy crop for sustainable 
biomass, grow your own fuel annually for 
biomass heating (RHI) or contract, also 
provides excellent biodiversity / game 
cover or for animal bedding. Complete 
service available. Call Mike on, office:   
 01823 681209 / 07860 899485
Colin Weeks Forestry & Fencing, for all 
your forestry requirements, from thinning 
to clear felling, we buy diseased larch 
& all other species of standing timber, 
hardwood & softwood. info@colinweeks.
co.uk  01769 580096 / 07713 248744
Qualified practitioner in Equine Massage 
& Myofascial Release. MFR is proven 
to help resolve stiffness/ mobility issues, 
keep horses supple, prevent injury & 
promote peak performance. Reduced 
rates for trial sessions & groups.     
 www.cindyrawsoneventteam.co.uk  
 07970 442002
Tub grinding of straw, hay & green waste 
with Roto-Grind machine. Ideal for TMR/ 
Dairy diets, bedding etc. email mat@
scmarsh.com / Tel Matt (S.C Marsh Ltd )  
 07974 803626
Mike Ford fencing. National Fencing 
competition winner 2008/09/10/12. Stock 
fencing, post & rail, equestrian & poultry.  
 01769 580472
Karcher industrial pressure washer & 
steam cleaners all makes & models. 
Sales, service & repairs, all repairs 
carried out on site from our fully 
stocked service vehicles or call into our 
workshop & showroom in Yeovil. For 
more Info Email: Lee@precisionce.co.uk 
Web: www.precisionce.co.uk or call Lee  
 01935 411876
Town & Country planning consultancy, 
specialising in planning applications & 
general advice relating to householder, 
equestrian, small renewables, agricultural, 
enforcement issues  & agricultural 
appraisals. Judith Hayes Planning.   
 01598 740481
Gold services S.W. Ltd, Agricultural 
buildings & repairs & modifications. Also 
new buildings erected & kit form buildings. 
Phone for free quote.   
 07734 690278
R.N.B Building Services. For all your 
painting, plastering, tiling, roofing & 
general building requirements. Cob & lime 
specialists. Free estimate. bretbaker52@
gmail.com  07588 736925
Sedgemoor Cow Care for all your relief 
milking, cow pregnancy scanning, foot 
trimming & mobility scoring. Based in 
Taunton. www.sedgemoorcowcare.com. 
Please call Chris   
 01823 491382 / 07534 245186
Andrew Hawken first class professional 
foot trimmer, deal can be done, For 
friendly & polite response call Andrew.   
 07907 796836
Daniel Vertenten, bovine foot trimming 
specialist, NACFT regd, large or small 
herds, young calf de-horning, covering 
the South West, for a friendly & efficient 
service.  01837 811194 / 07866 514951

Exmoor Air Conditioning, Agricultural HGV 
& plant aircon service & repairs. Most 
pipes made or repaired on site. Aircon 
parts & blower motors supplied. Mobile 
service. Mid/North Devon & W Somerset 
area. Phone anytime Jon New Ash Mill, 
South Molton   
 07733 063658 / 01769 551828
Miscanthus animal bedding for sale, full 
loads Hesston's delivered only  Call Mike 
on, office: 01823 681209 / 07860 899485

Steve Lerwill foot trimming specialist, 
whole herds undertaken, competitive 
rates, NACFT member, large bulls not a 
problem, all areas covered.  
 07915 608139 / 01769 572699
David Mather Cattle Services. For 
all your hoof trimming, dehorning & 
clipping of dairy & beef cattle. Clean, 
safe equipment. Skilled operators, quiet 
stockmen, reasonable rates. Providing a 
professional, reliable service to farmers 
across Cornwall & Devon. Gentle on your 
cattle, gentle on your pocket!   
 07800 985006
Horse arenas, stables, yards & farm 
buildings.                        01458 259593  
           www.jsmorrisgroundworks.co.uk  
Virgin clean woodchip supplied by the 
cubic metre, seasoned or green.  Please 
call Brendon Hill Tree Services Ltd on:   
 01984 624183 / 07971 531333
Fencing at competitive prices. Stock 
fencing, post & rail, gate hanging, stock 
pens & hedge laying. Contact Stuart 
Webber.  01884 860165 / 07740 399138
Qualified land agent, able to assist with 
single farm payments, environmental 
stewardships, cross compliance, land 
management, agreements, farm mapping 
& more. Contact Gemma Sparks.   
 www.blackdownconsulting.co.uk  
 07533 340847
Colin Weeks Fencing, specialising in 
agricultural, equestrian, security & all 
other types of fencing undertaken.       
 www.colinweeks.co.uk    
 email info@colinweeks.co.uk  
 01769 580096 / 07713 248744
Freezebranding & livestock scanning. 
Defra approved, reliable, efficient service 
throughout the South West. Call Brett 
Luxton on 01837 880331 / 07889 275937.
Email luxtonfreezebranding@gmail.com
CD Bookkeeping & Accounts Services. 
General bookkeeping, end of year 
accounts preparation, VAT & PAYE. 
Agricultural knowledge. Somerset area. 
Please phone Chris on:  01823 491257
Sheep & cow ultrasound pregnancy 
scanning. Rob Branfield  07866 623354
SJ Norman & Sons offer emergency 
slaughter services, veterinary certificate 
required.  07724 870217 / 01308 422967
Fodder beet drilling & harvesting with 6 
row self-propelled machine. 
  07843 663205
G. A. Earthworks Ltd: Specialists in bulk 
excavation, earth bank slurry lagoons, 
shed sites, land drainage, lake & pond 
construction, land clearance, forestry 
works, landscaping & mini excavators. 
For info please visit our website, email us 
or even phone. www.gaearthworks.co.uk  
 info@gaearthworks.co.uk 07792 931899
Concrete grooving! With cows being so 
valuable, it seems a shame to lose or 
damage them through slippery yards. 
To groove & make safe those vulnerable 
areas ring Macattack.  Prices at www.
macattackptnrs.co.uk  01225 891750
Freeze branding for clear ID, guarantee 
results indefinately, straying & missing 
heifers are a lot easier to trace with a F/B. 
Alphabet & numbers, full size & calf irons, 
also branding crate carried for calves.  
Cattle scan, qualified all at competitive 
prices  Russell.  07860 574159
Sheep scanning, in a crate standing up, 
we mark, fast & accurate, 15yrs exp here 
& NZ. Also cattle scan qualified. Luke. 
Soms/Glos/Wilts.  07889 248640
Farmers & smallholders, farm shops etc. 
Slaughtering & cutting service available at 
small family run, fully approved, abattoir & 
cutting plant. Pork, lamb & beef (inc OTM) 
processed to your requirements. Soil 
Assoc & ABM Certified. csnellwholesale@
btconnect.com                  01460 220420
Sheep Scanning - Chris Blatchly.   
 01823 663317 / 07801 678543
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For information on these events, contact the Show Team on 01769 575653  
or see www.asao.co.uk (Assoc. of Shows and Agric. Organisations)

www.molevalleyfarmers.com/mvf/info/general/Community

DIARY DATES
6 Jan

Moleenergy information day at Lifton Mill, West Devon. Call the team on 01769 
575674 if you would like to attend

7 Jan

Somerset Grassland Society, guest speaker is John Thatcher, Thatcher’s Cider. 
Changes in Farming Life. For info ring 07976 89564. 8pm, The Piper’s Inn, Ashcott. 
Sheep meeting at MVF Yeovil. With Dawn Clarke of Zoetis “Worming control and 
resistance”: Adam May, MVF “Ewe and Lamb Nutrition” and Becca Vallis of MoleCare 
FarmVets on Benefi ts of record keeping to improve productivity. Hot food from our new 
“show kitchen” and lamb from local sheep farmer James Tabor. 6.30pm. Call Lesley Curle 
on 01935 848201 to book your place.

8 Jan

Devon Grassland Society, Guest speaker Clyde Jones, dairy manager at the 1600ha 
Bisterne Estate, Ringwood, Hampshire. Why we farm the way we do with focus on the 
increasing role of herbal leys. Devon Hotel, Matford
Moleenergy demonstration day at Ashcott Farm, Bridgwater, Somerset. Call the team 
on 01769 575674 to book your place.

12 Jan Somerset CMA Talk “Milking for the future”, speaker Richard Tucker, a dairy farmer. 
Meeting at 8pm, following meal at 7.15pm Sedgemoor Auction Centre, J24. 

18 Jan Somerset FCN, 20th Anniversary Service at 7pm at Middlezoy Church, Somerset. All 
wecome. Call 07967 8388499 for more details.

19-21 Jan British Cattle Conference, Telford Golf and Spa Hotel, Telford. Accommodation 
available but limited. More info. 01409 241579 lesley.lewin@cattlebreeders.org.uk

21 Jan
North Devon Grassland Society, Guest speaker Jon Dunkley talks on employment 
law. Cedars, Bickington Rd, Sticklepath, Barnstaple, Devon EX31 2HE 
Sponsors: Davisons. Dave Budd 07774 196792/01823 257112

21-22 Jan LAMMA,Farm Machinery, Equipment and Services Show at East of England Showground, 
Peterborough. MVF will be in attendance on stand 817, so please come and say hello. 

24 Jan Hedgelaying classes. Wrington and Burrington Hedging Society. Meet Bungalow Inn, 
Redhill 10am. To book call 01275 472369

25-31 Jan Breakfast week - organised by HGCA. For ideas go to shakeupyourwakeup.com

27 Jan

Free Range Dairy Network Presentations by Hugh Frost of Mole Valley Forage 
Services on ‘The MVFS Soil Association Approach’. 11am The Whitminster Inn, Bristol 
Road, Whitminster, Glos, GL2 7NY and at 7.30pm, The Pipers Inn, Bath Road, Ashcott, 
Bridgwater, Somerset, TA7 9QL For details see www.freerangedairy.org / 07971 155199

28 Jan
Free Range Dairy Network Presentation by Hugh Frost of Mole Valley Forage Services 
on ‘The MVFS Soil Association Approach’. 11am, The George Albert Hotel, Wardon Hill, 
Evershot, Dorchester, DT2 9PW. For details see www.freerangedairy.org / 07971 155199

30 Jan Heating Event at MVF Bridgwater - all welcome, meet the experts

31 Jan
Heating Event at MVF Cullompton - all welcome, meet the experts
Hedgelaying classes. Wrington and Burrington Hedging Society. Meet Bungalow Inn, 
Redhill 10am. To book call 01275 472369

5 Feb
Moleenergy information day at Lifton Mill, West Devon. Call the team on 01769 
575674 if you would like to attend

11-12 Feb Energy Now Expo 2015, Telford International Centre, St Quentin Gate, Telford, 
Shropshire TF3 4JH

There are lots of delicious recipes and 
ideas for breakfast and brunch on their 
website, have a look and enjoy!

shakeupyourwakeup.com

Breakfast Week 
25-31 January
January means it’s the Home Grown 
Cereals Authority organised, Breakfast 
Week, Shake up your Wake up!
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1

22

22

222

222

y

Ingredients
250g mixed grain bread mix
2 tbsp tomato puree
2 tomatoes, sliced
3 fl at mushrooms peeled and sliced
75g cheese grated e.g. Cheddar
4 medium eggs
2 slices smoked back bacon or ham chopped

How to make it
Preheat the oven to 200C, gas mark 6
Mix the bread mix with 140ml warm water 
(or according to the pack instructions) and 
knead into a smooth dough
Allow to rest for 5 minutes
Knead again and roll out to a 28cm circle
Place on a lightly greased baking tray and 
cover with clingfi lm
Leave in a warm place for 30-40 minutes
Spread the tomato puree over the pizza 
base and top with the tomatoes
Scatter over the mushrooms and cheese
Make 4 wells in the topping and crack in the 
eggs
Scatter over the bacon
Bake for 20 minutes until golden

Tips
Great for using up left over sausages, simply 
slice and scatter over the pizza base instead 
of bacon. White or wholemeal bread mix 
or pizza mix can be used as an alternative. 
For a vegetarian option, increase the 
mushrooms to 4 and add a sliced red onion.

BREAKFAST TOPPED BREAD

shakeupyourwakeup.com

‘Meating and Milking the Cream of Cornish 
Grassland’ will be held in Cornwall from 
12 to 15 July 2015. Cornwall Grassland 
Society (made up of four local societies) 
has organised a diverse and interesting 
itinerary that will take in seven livestock 
farms and the ‘Future Farm’ research 
facilities at Duchy College.
The event will tackle timely technical 
issues on grassland management, 
profi table farming systems and scientifi c 
developments. 
We’ll have more information nearer the 
date.

Cornwall to host the 
British Grassland 
Society (BGS) 
Summer Meeting 2015 

NEW CHEESE 
SCHOOL COURSES
Bridgwater College are 
running new courses 
starting in January 2015 
by world-renowned cheese 
expert, Juliet Harbutt.
The Cheese School sessions 
are being run for anyone 
who buys, sells, makes or 
loves cheese! 

The Fermented Friends session on 15th January will 
be held at Blackmore Farm and is for matching cheese 
with red wine, pale ale or cider. On 16th January held 
at Farmhouse cheese producers, Cricketers Farm will 
provide in depth knowledge about cheese.

For more information visit cheese events link on 
www.the cheeseweb.com

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY | NEWS
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